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Abstract

The high-bandwidth characteristic has made fiber optics very attractive for metropolitan area network (MAN) implementation. This paper describes the architecture and performance of an integrated fiber optics MAN called TreeNet. The upper level of the TreeNet consists of a tree and the lower level consists of linear buses. Stations are connected to the linear buses via passive taps while branches of the tree are interconnected using passive couplers. Active nodes are used between the two levels for traffic filtering. A Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) multihop architecture, ShuffleNet, is used for this TreeNet. Three hierarchical design models are proposed: 1) ShuffleNet in the upper level and Synchronous Time Division Multiplexing (STDM) in the lower level, 2) ShuffleNets in both upper and lower levels with dedicated channels between stations and the active nodes, 3) same as 2) except there are no dedicated channels. The performances of networks based on these three proposals are evaluated and discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

With the continuing success of Local Area Networks (LANs), demand is evolving in the direction of extending their capabilities towards higher data rates and wider areas coverage. This, together with the progress in fiber-optic technology, has produced the so-called Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs). The MANs can cover much wider geographical regions than the LANs, and offers data rates suitable for public telecommunication networks. The MANs are also suitable for the interconnection of LANs, Private Automatic Branch Exchanges (PABXs), or other current communication equipment, as well as new, higher data-rate equipment. They are natural candidates for providing integrated services, which is a requirement for all new telecommunication networks.

MANs should be capable of operating over areas of at least 50 kilometers in diameter, providing high speed data transmission, and supporting synchronous traffic that has stringent requirements on delay, bandwidth, robustness and reliability. The low loss and decreasing cost of optical fiber are two of the driving forces leading to widespread deployment of optical fiber system in the telecommunication networks. It is within the realm of possibility that one single-mode fiber can provide thousands of individual wavelengths, each carrying information over hundreds of kilometers at Gigabit rates. These advantages make the use of single-mode fiber very attractive for implementation of the MANs, especially for the implementation of high speed
networks.

The following sections in this chapter will overview the MAN, photonic network and the evolution of B-ISDN. These are the foundation of this thesis. Then the motivation of research and approach is discussed. Finally, the organization of this thesis is presented.

1.2 Overview of the Metropolitan Area Network

1.2.1 Structure of a MAN

A MAN has a structure similar to a distributed LAN. Nodes are connected to a common high-speed medium. Each node receives the packets that are addressed to it. Since each node can transmit into the medium, there is the potential for two or more nodes to transmit simultaneously which will result in corruption of the transmission. A Media Access Control (MAC) protocol has to be used to avoid these collisions and to make sure that packets are received by the appropriate nodes.

Therefore, a MAN architecture usually consists of the physical layer, the Media Access Control, e.g. IEEE 802.6 Standard. In terms of protocol architecture, this structure fits into the OSI Reference Model as shown in Figure 1.1.

1.2.2 Media Access Control Protocols for MANs

A couple of constraints should be enforced on the MACs for MANs, which are described as follows:

- Maximum Utilization

Not all the MACs are suitable for networks with large propagation times. For example, the IEEE 802 LAN MACs have a maximum utilization given by the following ([23, 5]):

\[ u \propto \frac{1}{1 + ka} \]

where
Figure 1.1: MAN Protocols and OSI Protocols

\[ 0 < k < \infty \]
\[ a = \frac{RD}{L} \]

\( R \) = data rate of the medium

\( D \) = propagation time across the medium

\( L \) = length of packets sent by a node.

For this type of MAC, if the typical MAN figures of \( R = 50 \) Mbps medium length of 50 km is used, a packet size of 1000 bits would lead to a maximum utilization of only 0.11. Consequently, a MAC for a MAN should not have these characteristics.

- Bandwidth and Delay

For most LAN MACs, when a node has a packet to send, the packet experiences a random delay before the MAC makes the medium available to it. Furthermore, the average delay can be so large as to reduce the effective bandwidth available to the node to an unacceptable level depending on the load offered to the network by other nodes. The MAC for the MAN must ensure that the delays between accesses to the medium stay below a fixed amount.
1.2.3 MANs on Optic Fiber

The push of advancing technology and the pull of new, more-demanding user application are stimulating the development of LANs that operate at speeds much higher than those of just a few years ago. If a LAN operates at a speed over 50 Mbps, it is called high speed LAN (HSLAN). If the HSLAN operates in the 100 Mbps range and can cover large geographic area, it will be referred to as a MAN. Typical MAN traffic is expected to include LAN interconnection, graphic and digital images, bulk data transfer, digitized voice, compressed digitized video, and conventional terminal traffic. For example, in a campus environment, video lectures are distributed and videoconferencing is supported. In a hospital, the radiologist is able to retrieve X-rays from an image database. For HSLAN or MAN networks, it is necessary to employ interconnection speeds of 100 Mbps, geographical-area coverage of up to 100 km, and network capabilities that would support hundreds of stations.

The popular physical medium of a MAN is optical fiber. Advances in lightwave technology, specifically fiber optics, enables the fabrication of relatively low-cost, low-attenuation fibers and high-quality optical transmitters, detectors, and passive components. All of these enables a high-speed backbone network to link LANs across metropolitan regions, creating a new version of “stretched” LAN, or the MAN, which has many characteristics in common with the LAN.

The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) ([37, 36, 21]) and the IEEE 802.6 Distributed Queueing Dual Bus (DQDB) ([37, 31, 36, 21]) are emerging standards for high-speed (45 - 150 Mbps) MANs. The most common medium is optical fiber.

The early MAN was originated from a LAN architecture, specifically, the IEEE standard 802.5 token ring, by replacing the copper-based cable with single-mode or multimode fiber and implementing the FDDI. The FDDI is a 100 Mbps token-passing ring that utilizes optical fiber for transmission between stations, and has dual center rotating rings to provide redundant data paths for reliability (see Figure 1.2). The secondary ring can be used when the primary ring fails. The MAC protocol FDDI is similar to that of the token ring, the two main differences being the token passing scheme and the Timed Token Rotation Protocol used to control access to the medium.
Figure 1.2: Fibre Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)

Figure 1.3: Distributed Queueing Dual Bus (DQDB)
The IEEE 802.6 standard has a dual bus architecture capable of supporting speeds up to 150 Mbps on each bus. The frame is generated at the head-ends that continuously sends fixed-length time slots down to the buses. Nodes access the time slots via a global distributed queuing algorithm. The operation of the algorithm is based on a Busy/Idle bit and a Request field in the header of each time slot. This unique MAC protocol is called the Distributed Queuing Protocol which ensures a somewhat fair access to the network by all stations. The timing structure of DQDB allows for integrated synchronous and asynchronous traffic (see Figure 1.3).

Modern MANs such as FDDI already employ transmission over multimode optical fibers based on direct detection and light-emitting diodes (LEDs). Networks can reach speeds in the Gbps range by using LEDs to transmit over single-mode optical fibers. Research proposals for future LANs and MANs are often premised on the emergence of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) as a means of increasing the transmission rate from Gbps range to Tbps range in the fiber networks.

1.3 Photonic Network Overview

The advent of single-mode optical fiber has presented communications engineers with the exciting dilemma of a transmission medium which has a bandwidth exceeding both the speeds at which it can be deceased by conventional means, and the aggregate information rates for which it is likely to be used. The low-loss region of single-mode fiber extends over wavelengths from roughly 1.2 to 1.6 μm, which is an optical bandwidth of more than 50 THz. An information capacity of 50 Tbps would be enough to deliver a channel of 100 Mbps to half-million destinations on a single fiber. Optical fiber has become the preferred transmission medium for telecommunications. Photonic technology is now finding applications not only for point-to-point transport, but also in distributed, packet-oriented communication network.

1.3.1 Terabit Capacity Lightwave Network

A schematic diagram for a generic, fully distributed lightwave network is shown in Figure 1.4, where the users are portrayed as connecting to the optical medium
at the periphery of the network. The optical medium is entirely passive, and the only electronics appears in the distributed user access ports. It also contains the vast sea of bandwidth to be accessed, and each user is restricted to some small number of electro-optic transmitters and receivers, each of which operates at a maximum data rate set by electronic/electro-optic technology. A fundamental constraint on the architecture of this lightwave network is the electronic-optic bottleneck, or the inability to electro-optically modulate or demodulate light over a bandwidth greater than a few GHz, which is only a tiny fraction of the optical bandwidth. Thus, the network architecture must invoke some form of concurrence to tap the bandwidth of the medium, i.e., the ability to simultaneously carry a multitude of distinguishable messages. Such architecture have been studied based on wavelength, space, and time division multiplexing ([2]).

1.3.2 Wavelength Division Multiplexing

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) ([30]) can offer great concurrency potential. The available optical bandwidth is partitioned into a comb of narrow channels. Each receiver is assigned a unique wavelength, and a transmitter wishing to access that receiver tunes its transmitter to that receiver's wavelength and sends its packet. This approach suffers from two distinct drawbacks. First, to provide complete interconnectivity among all users (i.e., to allow any user to communicate with any other user) requires that either all user transmitters or all user receivers, or both, be able to
tune to any of the wavelength channels created within the network. Fast wavelength agility, or the ability to accurately tune optical transmitters or receivers would be needed for a WDM network. Second, pretransmission coordination among all users is required, implying the need for a centralized or distributed network controller. These limitations make the implementation very difficult for MAN with high speed data rate and large number of stations.

1.3.3 Time Division Multiplexing

Time division multiplexing (TDM) ([13] is another way of gaining concurrence in the network. The TDM is generally preferred for sharing an optic fiber. Each optical transmitter is equipped with a source capable of generating a very narrow pulse of bandwidth commensurate with the overall network capacity. However, after generating such a pulse, the transmitter must wait for a prescribed time interval, commensurate with the inverse of the port speed (i.e., 1 nanosecond for a port speed of 1 Gbps) before it can generate another pulse. A mode locked semiconductor laser might satisfy these requirements. The electro-optic conversion speed bottleneck is not overcome since each transmitter is still limited to a peak rate in the order of several Gbps.

1.3.4 Space Division Multiplexing

In Space division multiplexing (SDM), the various concurrent signals are sent to a centrally located distribution point from whence they are routed to their appropriate destinations via a Space Division Switch which maintains input/output paths which are physically disjoint; the spatial paths so provided vary dynamically in response to the changing traffic patterns. Three drawbacks for SDM are considered. First, the number of optic switching elements needed is impractically large to interconnect hundreds or thousands of users for MAN. Second, since the analog switching elements are not precise, signal distortion caused by crosstalk would accumulate. Third, a large, centralized network controller is required to update the switching interconnections in response to time-varying traffic patterns.
1.3.5 Multichannel Multihop Lightwave Networks

The multichannel multihop lightwave network ([30, 24]) is one architecture which is proposed for local and metropolitan based communication networks. The advantage of the multihop architecture over other concurrence schemes is that it does not require rapidly agile optical components or dynamic coordination among the users. The multihop network consists of a physically distributed optical topology, and traffic generating and terminating nodes, each of which has been allocated some small number of transmitters and receivers. Wavelengths are assigned to these transmitters and receivers, creating several independent channels. All of which are wavelength multiplexed onto the optical medium, and defining the logical connectivity among the nodes. For a given source-destination pair a message may have to hop through several intermediate nodes, or equivalently, be transmitted successively over different wavelengths, before reaching its destination.

The logical interconnection pattern of multihop lightwave network consists of several stages connected through a perfect shuffle, which is discussed in Chapter 3 in detail. The key property of the multihop scheme turns out to be the relative independence between the logical interconnection pattern among nodes and the physical topology or fiber layout. Examples of physically distributed topologies are the bus topology, the star topology, the tree topology, and all combination of these topologies.

The multihop solution offers lower transmitter and receiver cost at each station and lower control overhead, but its broadcast and real-time traffic support are inefficient. In view of these limitations, hierarchical solutions that would combine the benefits of the two approaches are now considered in this thesis.

1.4 Future Broadband ISDN

It is commonly recognized that MANs will be forerunners of the wide area broadband networks. In recent years there has been a significant amount of interest in applying the new and developing photonic technology in telecommunications switching systems. This has been viewed as being increasingly more important as the telecommunications industry is anticipating broadband capabilities such as B-ISDN
([27, 8]).

The evolution from MAN towards B-ISDN will consist of several evolutionary steps driven by current service demands, advances in technology, and progress in standards development. FDDI and the IEEE 802.6 DQDB standard, which has a dual bus architecture capable of supporting speeds up to 150 Mbps on each bus (see Figure 1.3), are emerging standards for high-speed (45-150Mbps) MANs.

ATM has been defined by CCITT as the target transfer mode for B-ISDN. The MAN seems to be the most likely solution prior to implementation of the full ATM goal network. A proposed network, shown in Figure 1.5, LANs, MANs, and ATM switches will be integrated into the B-ISDN network. This B-ISDN network has a hierarchical architecture. The B-ISDN node consists of ATM switches which are the backbones to connect several MANs to form a Wide Area Network (WAN). From the B-ISDN point of view the IEEE MAN reduces the load offered to the B-ISDN, provides forward compatibility with B-ISDN, support broadcast and multicast connections, provides high utilization of available bandwidth, and permits automatic reconfiguration around transmission link failures and node failures. From the IEEE MAN point of view, the B-ISDN offers fast MAN interconnection at high data rates and provides functions such as billing and accounting.

One challenge for network designers and engineers who aim to interconnect MANs is always speed mismatch, which may lead to congesting at the gateways. Another challenge is the design of gateways capable of switching hundreds of Mbps.

1.5 Organization and Contribution

A topology design for MAN is presented in Chapter 2. Several existing topologies such as bus topology, ring topology, star topology, and tree topology are reviewed. The comparison of their reliability are discussed. Then hierarchical configuration such as tree-bus (Treenet) topology and star-bus topology are studied.

Chapter 3 presents a photonic network protocol design. A logical multihop light-wave interconnection network, Shufflenet, is introduced. The three hierarchical design models using ShuffleNet for Treenet are introduced.
In Chapter 4, the performance of the photonic Metropolitan Area Network is analyzed. Queueing models for Shufflenet and the three design models are presented. Analysis results such as delay and throughput are compared.

Simulation analysis are conducted in Chapter 5. The simulation results, such as queueing delay and system throughput, are presented and compared. The summary of the research work is also given in Chapter 5.

Concluding remarks for this metropolitan network design implementation and further suggestions are given in Chapter 6.

The simulation program written in Q-NAP simulation package will be provided in the Appendix.

The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:

- Study of a new TreeNet topology for Metropolitan Area Network
- Implementation of the multihopping logical technology to the TreeNet topology
Chapter 2

Metropolitan Area Network Topology Design

2.1 Introduction to Today's Network Topology

Today's MAN was necessary to employ interconnection speeds of 100 Mb/s, geographical area coverage of up to 10 km, and network capabilities that would support hundreds of stations. The physical means to this end was optical fiber. Additional requirements are high availability and fault tolerance, and growth flexibility.

These requirements guide us to design the physical topology of MAN. Under the geographical location of terminals and other message sources, where shall the concentration and switching points (the network nodes) be located? How should they be connected? What form should the network take - star, tree, bus, ring, mesh, etc.? How many links (trunks or connections between nodes) are needed? The recommendation on which physical topology is best suited for the future network is dependent upon facilities (physical size, complexity, bandwidth, etc.). The target topology should be selected independently of today's existing network. The topology selection process should include alternative topology economic and technical comparisons to provide the best overall network to capture feature revenue opportunities. Once an optimal topology is selected it is then appropriate to determine how, and to what extent, to use existing network equipment to attain that selected topology.
2.2 Basic Physical Topologies Overview

There are four basic topologies which are the building blocks for MAN. They are: ring, bus, star and tree. They will be described in the following section. The comparison of them will be discussed.

2.2.1 Ring Topology

Figure 2.1 shows the ring topology ([36]). Ring topology has nodes interconnected in the shape of a ring. When data is transmitted, it is sent from node to node in one direction. Ring topology appears to be initially easier to deploy well suited to fiber optics, requires lower initial investments, is easier to expand. Ring implementations require active repeats and substantial logic working at channel speed (e.g., address recognition and flag setting) at each station. Their cost and reliability, in spite of some failure node proposals, may set a limit to the use of ring interfaces at very high speed. The ring topology has long been a favorite structure for MAN's. FDDI ([37, 36, 21]) is an example of ring-structured networks.

2.2.2 Bus Topology

Bus topology ([39, 9]) is formed by connecting network nodes to a single transmission media. The bus cable is centrally routed through an area with smaller cables
from the main bus to the actual network nodes. Nodes also may be added by tapping directly into the bus. Each node listens to the cable and waits to transmit its data when the cable is quite or idle. Data that is transmitted by one node is simultaneously received by all other nodes on the bus. Data is ignored by all except the node to which it was addressed. The bus topology is based on a linear bus topology shown in Figure 2.2. Stations are coupled via passive interfaces. Each station’s traffic is first injected into the “talk side” of the bus, via directional couplers, then broadcast to the receivers on the “listen side”, via a second set of couplers. Since optical couplers are intrinsically unidirectional, a unidirectional bus system (UBS) must be used. Within the family of unidirectional bus structures, we may distinguish two classes: the token schemes (Express-net, D-net, and U-net), and the random access schemes (Ethernet).

2.2.3 Star topology

The first basic configuration to implement a photonic network is star topology ([34, 12, 18]). Star topologies can be built by connecting several stations via a star coupler (see Figure 2.3). A star has a major advantage in that the outlying nodes can
be connected to the network through very simple interfaces without any address recognition or repeater circuitry, since the nodes can assume that any message appearing on their dedicated link was intended for them. Furthermore, a star topology can offer some security since all communications between nodes are subject to approval and supervision by the central node. Star configured networks have been implemented using either passive or active components.

2.2.4 Tree Topology

The tree topology ([16, 6, 10]) shown in Figure 2.4 can be viewed as improved star type system in which cabling requirements are reduced by using repeater nodes to replay messages to and from other nodes. The tree configuration differs from the star configuration is that the number of stations in the network should be a power of 2. The advantage of a tree over a star is that some nodes can still communicate with others even though the central node is failed. As in all topologies involving repeater nodes, the failure of a repeater can cripple all or part of the network. The usual countermeasures include robust, highly reliable repeater designs which "never"
fail, fail-safe bypassing circuit to automatically bypass failed repeaters, or extra links which can be used to establish alternate paths to all functioning nodes after a repeater fails. The tree topology is particularly well suited for this approach.

2.2.5 Comparison between the basic topologies

Ring, Bus, Star and Tree are the most popular LAN and MAN topologies. In fact, each type of topology is capable of adapting to different applications. In this section, we will compare these four topologies. The optimum topology is being reviewed which can best accommodate the demands of a Metropolitan Area Network.

Studies on the advantages and disadvantages of ring and bus networks do not draw a conclusion favoring one or the other. Here we will present the advantages that a bus network compared to the ring network.

- A bus is generally more reliable because usually the station-to-cable connection is passive.

- A bus induces much less propagation delay than a ring because each ring station may have to examine the address field of a message to determine whether the
message is to be taken off the ring (or else the message would go around the 
ring endlessly) or retransmission to the next station.

- A bus has a better distributed failure recovery characteristics.

A drawback of the star and tree topologies compared to the bus and ring topologies 
is that it may result in higher wiring costs. However, star and tree topologies have the 
following advantages over other topologies: ready suitability for optical fiber based 
implementations because of the point-to-point links from end nodes to the central 
hub, high achievable throughputs, and simpler end stations. In comparing with star 
topology tree topology offers some favorable advantages ([14]):

- saving of fibers

- better usage of the fiber transmission capacity.

- the transmitter and receiver in the exchange is shared by several subscribers 
  (coat reduction).

- during the introduction period additional subscribers can be connected to the 
  network with little effort.

- some nodes can still communicate with others even though the central node is 
  failed.

Disadvantages of tree networks are the more complicated transmission technique 
and the power budget restrictions mainly due to the power splitting factor of the 
couplers.

Since every topology has its own advantage over other topologies, we can combine 
several basic topologies together to form a hierarchical architecture. For example we 
can have Tree-bus and Star-bus shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.

The hierarchical architecture is essentially an architecture with two levels of nodes 
in which distributed node is used at the lower level and centralized node at the upper 
level. The MAN hierarchical architecture presented here offers a hybrid architec-
ture which merges and perceives the advantages of both. The central node provides
Figure 2.5: Tree-Bus Topology

Figure 2.6: Star-Bus Topology
fast interconnectivity between networks, removes the bandwidth limitations of shared medium architecture and ensures security. The shared medium approach efficiently utilizes the available bandwidth, provides mechanisms for congestion control, supports broadcast and multicast services, and reduces the load offered to the central node.

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical architecture: Treenet which can be used in MAN applications and can have some advantages of both tree and bus topologies.

2.3 TreeNet: a Hierarchical Configuration

A Tree network has an advantage of dynamic expansion to meet future growth. In the tree network, clusters of communities of interests can be formed. Depending on the capability of intermediate nodes, forming these clusters could increase the number of concurrent transmissions and the aggregate throughput of the network. Clusters can be formed by connecting stations with a high percentage of intertraffic to the same intermediate node. Depending on the traffic flow among clusters, the tree may be arranged to have the proper ancestor of some clusters at a lower level of the tree.

In a tree network, different routing possibilities exist in establishing a connection between two stations. With simple intermediate nodes, packets from leaf stations may be forwarded on uplinks to the root, then broadcasted on downlinks to all the leaf stations. With more intelligent intermediate nodes, it is possible to have a packet travel up until the proper ancestor of its source and destination is reached. Then the packet may either by broadcasted on all downlinks or routed through the appropriate links to its proper destination. These different approaches have their own merits and demerits in terms of performance and cost of implementation. Generally, with simple nodes, the higher packet delay and lower aggregate network throughput can be achieved. With more complex nodes with switching capabilities, generally higher aggregate throughputs and lower average packet delays can be expected (because of increased concurrence of transmission), but the overall cost could very well be higher.

Several previous papers discussed about Treenet. In the following sections, we will review the Treenet in the literature. Then we will propose a active Treenet as
the topology for MAN.

2.3.1 Review of the Treenet

In the simplest implementation of Treenet Gerla and Fratta presented ([10]) (see Figure 2.7), no active components are present on the network path connecting any two stations, thus protecting the system from active component failures. This also implies that the signal transmitted by one station is broadcast to all other stations, with no filtering nor store-and-forward processing at any intermediate node (i.e., gateway). This permits to operate the network at very high aggregate data rate, without suffering bandwidth limitations imposed by the gateways.

Passive taps, full broadcasting and very high aggregate data rates are well advertised advantages of linear bus networks. While sharing these advantages, Treenet offers additional features which permit to overcome some of the traditional drawbacks of the linear bus architecture. First, Treenet extends the number of stations that can be supported by an order of magnitude (from tens to hundreds, say). Secondly, the
tree topology is better suited to cover a large geographical area (campus, industrial park, metropolitan area, etc.) than a linear topology. Thirdly, in the tree structure, the problem of transmitter and receiver calibration is simpler than in the linear bus. Finally, the optical couplers used to build the tree are simple 3-dB couplers, while the couplers in the linear bus may need to be “tuned” depending on their position on the bus (i.e., the coupling ratio is adjusted to optimize the power budget). All the above advantages do not come, of course for free. Treenet has also some drawbacks. A token protocol is used for packet transmission proposed by Gerla and Fratta. That is, the end station in the first bus issues a token, upon detecting the token, the station can transmit packet. Since the token is shared by all the stations in the Treenet, the delay is very large (the delay being equal to the cycle time taken by the token through the tree). To overcome the drawback of large latency delay for passive Treenet, we propose an active Treenet which has active nodes between the tree and the linear buses.

The paper presented by Ibe and Chen ([16]) describes the architecture and performance of Treenet. The users are divided into geographical subgroups, and any two subgroups are assigned a fixed set of channels. Different types of traffic are carried on different channels and access to the network is made a distributed manner. The control channel is shared by all users. The transmitting user first sends a control packet over the control channel, consisting of the transmitter address bits, the user address bits and the wavelength to be used for data transmission. The data channel is set up after the control packet is received. There are two drawbacks of this proposed Treenet. One is wavelength-agile transmitters or receivers are required. Another one is that pretransmission coordination between two users wishing to communicate is also required. Rapidly-tunable, wavelength-agile optical transmitters and receivers have not yet emerged from research laboratories. The complexity and associated delay of the pretransmission coordination protocols make especially cumbersome at the high rates at which we envision.
2.3.2 Active Treenet Architecture

To overcome the drawbacks of the above Treenets, we present the active Treenet in the section. Figure 2.5 shows the active Treenet. It is similar to passive Treenet except there are active nodes between the tree and the linear buses. Each bus can be viewed as a local area network. All the buses are interconnected together by the active nodes to form the tree. The active nodes are used for traffic filtering. Its function is to inspect every packet coming up from the leaves and to extract and forward to other active nodes the packets with a "foreign" address. Each packet has the destination address on the header. If the packet is local traffic in the same bus, the packet will be transmitted to the active node on the top of this bus, then directly down to the destination station of this bus. One advantage of the active Treenet over the passive Treenet is the traffic intensity on the top tree is reduced since the local traffic is not broadcasting to all other buses. The local traffic can still go through even though the link or node on the top tree is failed. Another advantage of active Treenet is that the average delay is improved. The disadvantage of using active Treenet is that the system reliability is reduced since the active components are easy to break.

In this thesis, our protocol is based on Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technology. We will show in chapter 3 that active Treenet using WDM can overcome the drawbacks of the Treenet in the literature.

2.3.3 Extension of the Treenet Topology

A tree network has an advantage of dynamic expansion to meet future growth. Whenever a new station is added, it is connected to the nearest bus. Whenever a active node is added, its main links are connected to the tree and a new bus is created to connect to this active node. Links are chosen so as to minimize the physical length of both tree and bus. Two approaches are presented to form a Treenet in a metropolitan area.

First, no planned expansion is required. Here every client is given a new access node and connected to a branch closest to it. Second, a network grows is planned stages to meet the anticipated development of a metropolitan area. A new client is
connected to the nearest MAN node owned by the network company. Rearrangement of the network is significant improvement of network performance such as reliability, traffic handling capacity, saving of address space, material cost and other cost factors ([33, 26]).

The coverage of a metropolitan area may require several Treenets to improve the total number of stations. A very effective way is interconnecting several Treenets with modular star, as shown in Figure 2.8 described as a multilevel categorization of the high-speed metropolitan area hierarchy. At bottom level (level 0), we include the user premises stations, terminals and local area networks. Use-base bus LAN is typically employed. The second lowest level (level-1) network hierarchy provides a backbone for the interconnection of the level-0 user networks; it also serves as a subscriber local access network used to higher level communications networks and nodes. Here, the level-1 is the active nodes serving as bridges or gateways. Level-2 network architecture can be characterized in a manner similar to that used for level-1 networks. A level-2 network can provide interconnection and access to level-1 networks through the use of proper pathways and backbone networks that are configured as a star used to interconnect several Treenet; such a star configuration must be properly backed up by other star nodes to provide the desired availability and reliability features. Finally, Tree-Nuts can be connected to each ether or to a Wide Area Network via gateways (level 3).

2.4 Summary

We have proposed a family of fiber optics topologies for HSLAN and MAN implementation. The advantages and disadvantages of each topology are compared. The TreeNet topology is considered the best topology for MAN. It can easily support a large number of stations and cover a large geographical area. The tree topology is more reliable than star topology.
Figure 2.8: Extended Treenet
Chapter 3

Protocol Design for Treenet

3.1 Introduction and Motivation

In Chapter 2, the Treenet was proposed as a physical topology for Metropolitan Area Networks. Physical topology means the actual underlying network topology. On any underlying physical topology, one can impose a carefully selected connectivity pattern that provides dedicated connections between certain pairs of users. Traffic destined to a user that is not directly receiving from the transmitting user must be routed through intermediate users. This overlaid topology is referred to as the logical topology. The term *multihop* is used to refer to any network where traffic may have to be routed through intermediate users. The multihop network is considered as a logical topology protocol in this thesis.

There are several advantages to use a logical topology on top of a physical topology:

- It may be possible to create the logical topology to suit the traffic patterns in the network.

- Although the physical topology may be arbitrary, the logical topology can be made regular, so that routing and flow control are simpler and traffic balancing is improved.

Here, the logical topology can be implemented using only fixed-tuned transmitters and receivers. In the absence of a logical topology, one must use tunable transmitters
or receivers to provide direct any-to-any connectivity between users in the network. The technology on these tunable components is less mature than that of their fixed-tuned counterparts. More importantly perhaps, one avoids the problem of dealing with collisions in the shared-medium topology consisting of point-to-point links over the broadcast medium.

In order to create a logical topology over a physical Treenet, a multichannel multihop lightwave networks called ShuffleNet ([15, 40, 4, 3]) is proposed. Multichannel multihop lightwave networks are optical-fiber-based packet communication systems for multiuser applications, such as LANs and MANs. In the next section, we will use a multichannel multihop network as a logic topology to the Treenet.

3.2 A ShuffleNet Architecture

3.2.1 Network Description

In a multichannel multihop lightwave network, packets destined from one user to another may be routed via intermediate users in a sequence of "hops" on the fiber, each hop using a different fiber channel. A user (node) in such a network has a small fixed number of incoming and outgoing links, independent of the total number of users. Users interface to the optical medium through network interface units (NIU).

The ShuffleNet is a multichannel network that may be applied to the Treenet. It is an attractive logical topology for Treenet physical topology and provides a regular topology with simple addressing and self-routing. Here, both transmitter and receiver lasers are fixed. ShuffleNet avoids two serious drawbacks of standard multichannel approaches:

1. the requirement of wavelength-agile transmitters or receivers.
2. pretransmission coordination between two users wishing to communicate.

An example of the ShuffleNet is shown in Figure 3.1, which is drawn for an 8-port ShuffleNet bus topology. Sixteen WDM channels are created within the fiber bus. The users interface to a unidirectional multiwavelength optical bus through a set of Network Interface Units (NIUs), each having two fixed wavelength transmitters.
and two fixed wavelength receivers. A packet can go from any input to any output port in a path of three "hops" or less. The NIUs functionally appear as two-input two-output electronic packet switches. Thus, a packet from the input port at NIU-1 desiring to go to the output port at NIU-3, may first be transmitted on to NIU-6 and then to NIU-3. It is shown in [10] that there is a routing algorithm delivering packets from a given source to any given destination in the minimum number of hops possible for that source/destination pair. The routing algorithm is attached in Appendix A. A feature of the ShuffleNet architecture is that there are several paths between each pair of input and output ports. In the above example, if the illustrated path was congested, an alternate path of hops from NIU-1 to NIU-3 could be used, for example, transmitting to NIU-5, then NIU-2, then NIU-8 and finally to NIU-3, while this is not a minimum path, it is still possible to get to output port at NIU-3, even if congestion (or failure) made communication through NIU-6 impossible.

Figure 3.2 shows the connectivity graph associated with the example of Figure 3.1. The eight NIUs are placed in two columns of four NIUs each. Each NIU has two fixed wavelength transmitters and receivers. The assignment of transmit and receive wavelength is such that with the right side of the second column as if the entire graph were wrapped around a cylinder. In general, the ShuffleNet connectivity graph consists of \( N = kp^k (k = 1, 2, \ldots; p = 1, 2, \ldots) \) NIUs in \( k \) columns of \( p^k \) NIUs each. Moving from left to right, successive columns are connected \( p^{k+1} \) by directed arcs,
arranged in a fixed ShuffleNet pattern, with the last column connected to the first as if the entire graph were wrapped around a cylinder. Each of the $p^k$ NIUs, in a column has $p$ arcs directed to $p$ different NIUs in the next column according to $p$-Shuffle interconnect pattern. Figure 3.3 shows the connectivity for an 18-port ShuffleNet ($p = 3, k = 2$).

Figure 3.4 shows a functional block diagram of a two-transmitter, two-receiver NIU. There are three inputs. The first one is the electronic interface to the end users. The other two are optical, and correspond to the two channels to which the NIU is permanently attached. The incoming optical signals are converted to baseband electrical signals, and together with the generated user data, are processed by a three-by-three fully interconnected electronic switch. Although the data rate of all electronic signals is the channel speed (e.g., 1 Gb/sec), the bits can be demultiplexed and processed in parallel by slower speed electronics. The destination address in the header of each arriving packet determines to which of the three outputs the packets is to be routed. Since multiple packets may arrive on different inputs destined for the same output, each of the three outputs is served by a shared buffer that stores arrivals on a first-in-first-out basis. Two of these outputs drive optical transmitters to
Figure 3.3: 18-Port ShuffleNet Connection
place the signals on the appropriate channels of the transmit bus. The third output goes directly to the end user.

### 3.2.2 Network Capacity for ShuffleNet

In the multihop environment, only a portion of the network capacity is used for newly generated traffic. A certain amount of network capacity is taken up by regenerated traffic as packets hop from one node to another in order to get to their destinations. The overall capacity of the network $C$ is inversely proportional to the average number
of hops that a packet takes to get to its destination. Thus,

\[ C = \frac{1}{E[\text{Hops}]} \]

Since there are \( N \) nodes and each node has two links running at speeds of \( C \) bits/s, the total network capacity is given by:

\[ \gamma = \frac{2NS}{E[\text{Hops}]} \]

It is necessary to calculate the average number of hops from a source to a destination. The minimum-hop path from a given source to each destination in the network can be represented by a directed spanning tree routed at the source. Figure 3.3 illustrates an 18-NIU \((p = 3, k = 2)\) ShuffleNet that one might use to assign routes to packets generated by user one destined for the other users in the network. The routing of packets in the network can be specified by a set of \( N \) such spanning trees, one routed at each NIU in the network.

It is not enough, however, to select minimum-hop routes in the network. The capacity of the network may be unnecessarily limited if the routing is not selected to load balance the traffic on the WDM channels. That is, many minimum-hop routing paths may pass through the same WDM channels, making it a bottleneck in the network.

Note from Figure 3.3 that the depth of the spanning tree (i.e., the maximum number of hops from a source to a destination) is \( 2k - 1 \), which is proportional to approximately the logarithm of the number of NIUs. More specifically,

Number of NIUs \( h \) hops from source = \( \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} p^h & h = 1, 2, \ldots, k - 1 \\ p^k - p^{h-k} & h = k, k+1, \ldots, 2k - 1 \end{array} \right. \)

so that the expected number of hops between two randomly selected NIUs is given by ([4]):

\[ E[\text{Hops}] = \frac{kp^k(p-1)(3k-1) - 2k(p^k - 1)}{2(p-1)(kp^k - 1)} \]

The channel efficiency is determined solely by the connectivity graph and not the particular implementation, such as whether the channels are dedicated or shared.

\[ C = \frac{1}{E[\text{Hops}]} = \frac{2(p-1)(kp^k - 1)}{kp^k(p-1)(3k-1) - 2k(p^k - 1)} \]
The main concern, however, is not with the channel efficiency, but with achieving concurrence in the network as measured by the network throughput. Here only one performance comparison will be presented to illustrate the large capacity of multi-hop lightwave networks. For a \((p, k)\) ShuffleNet with dedicated channels (requiring \(p\) transmitters and \(p\) receivers per NIU), the total network throughput and the throughput per NIU are \(C^k p^{k+1}\) and \(Cp\), respectively, normalized to the channel transmission rate. For a 1 Gb/s transmission rate, Figure 3.5 shows the throughput per NIU as a function of the values of \(p\), the number of transmitters and receivers per NIU. Also shown, for comparison, is the throughput per NIU of a single channel network operating at 100% media access efficiency. The throughput per NIU for the single channel network decreases as network. Note that aggregate throughputs in the 100’s and even 1000’s of Gb/s are achievable with a multihop lightwave network, despite the fact that each NIU is limited to 1 Gb/s.

The multi-hop approach ShuffleNet can be used as the logic topology for bus, ring ([20]), star ([17]) and tree ([11]) topologies. In the next section, the ShuffleNet will be implemented in the tree network. Neither centralized nor decentralized network control is required. Except for the fixed wavelength laser sources located near the user’s network interface unit, all lightwave components are completely passive (i.e., fiber and couplers only).

3.2.3 ShuffleNet Implemented in the Tree Network

The tree topology has been presented in the previous chapter. Here the physical tree topology is divided into two classes: the basic tree topology shown in Figure 3.6, and the extended tree topology shown in Figure 3.7. In the next section, ShuffleNet will be used as a logical topology to tree topology, and discussion will be made on how to implement ShuffleNet to the basic and extended tree topologies separately.

Basic Tree Network

Figure 3.6 shows the basic tree topology, which is a binary tree. The users are located on the bottom of the tree. It is assumed that the tree level is \(k_1\), then the
Figure 3.5: Throughput per NIU for ShuffleNet

Figure 3.6: Basic Tree Network
number of users on the bottom level is equal to $2^{k_1}$, $k_1 = 0, 1, 2, \cdots$. Table 3.1 shows the result of the number of users for the tree topology, and Table 3.2 shows the result of the number of NIUs which is equal to $k_2 p^k_2$ for the perfect ShuffleNet ($p = 2$) when $k_2$ varies from 1 to 8. If the tree topology is given, then the number of users is fixed. The question is how the ShuffleNet can be used to implement the tree topology. There are three options described as:

(1) Using ShuffleNet with $p = 1$:

From Tables 3.1 and 3.2, it can be seen that the perfect ShuffleNet connectivity can not match the basic tree network exactly. In order to match the number of users on the bottom level of the tree, a ShuffleNet connectivity called the logic ring ShuffleNet connectivity ($p = 1$) is used to implement the tree topology.

$$
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
k_2 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
\hline
Number of NIUs & 2 & 8 & 24 & 64 & 160 & 384 & 896 & 2048 \\
\hline
\end{array}
$$

Table 3.2: Number of NIUs in the ShuffleNet
Table 3.3: Number of NIUs in the logic ring ShuffleNet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree Levels (k)</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of NIUs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.8: Logic Ring ShuffleNet

A logic ring ShuffleNet applied to tree topology is shown in Figure 3.8. A user is connected with the next user using one wavelength. A packet can go from any source to any destination in one hop to maximum seven hops. Table 3.3 shows the number of NIUs for logic ring ShuffleNet for variable k. The logic ring ShuffleNet can be easily implemented in the basic tree network. One drawback of the logic ring ShuffleNet is the poor reliability since there is only one wavelength between two users. Another drawback is the large propagation delay between the transmission from farthest nodes A to B since the maximum hops are required for the packet transmission (see Figure 3.8).

(2) Using Perfect ShuffleNet with dedicated wavelengths:

In the perfect ShuffleNet, each user has two fixed wavelength transmitters and two fixed wavelength receivers. From Tables 3.1 and 3.2, it is known that the perfect ShuffleNet cannot be used for tree network exactly. If the level of the tree is $k_1$, the number of users for the tree network is $2^{k_1}$ a perfect ShuffleNet.
\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
k_1 & k_2 & 2^{k_1} & 2^{k_2} & \hline
1 & 1 & 2 & 2 & 11 & 8 & 2048 & 2048 \\
2 & 2 & 4 & 8 & 12 & 9 & 4096 & 4608 \\
3 & 2 & 8 & 8 & 13 & 10 & 8192 & 10240 \\
4 & 3 & 16 & 24 & 14 & 11 & 16384 & 22528 \\
5 & 4 & 32 & 64 & 15 & 12 & 32768 & 49152 \\
6 & 4 & 64 & 64 & 16 & 13 & 65536 & 106496 \\
7 & 5 & 128 & 160 & 17 & 14 & 131072 & 229376 \\
8 & 6 & 256 & 384 & 18 & 15 & 262144 & 491520 \\
9 & 7 & 512 & 896 & 19 & 16 & 524288 & 1048576 \\
10 & 8 & 1024 & 2048 & 20 & 16 & 1048576 & 1048576 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 3.4: Using the ShuffleNet for the tree network

can be chosen and implemented in this tree topology. It can be assumed that the number of NIUs for the perfect ShuffleNet is \(k_2 2^{k_2}\). Since the number of NIUs in the ShuffleNet should be greater than the users on the tree network, the relationship between the number of users in the tree network and the number of NIUs in the perfect ShuffleNet is as follows:

\[
2^{k_1} \leq k_2 2^{k_2} \implies k_2 + \log_2 k_2 \geq k_1
\]

For a given tree network, the tree level \(k_1\) is given. The choice of \(k_2\) should satisfy the relationship \(k_2 + \log_2 k_2 \geq k_1\). Since \(k_1\) and \(k_2\) can only be integers, Table 3.4 shows the result of the number of users in the tree network\((2^{k_1})\), ShuffleNet connectivity level \(k_2\) and the number of NIUs \((k_2 2^{k_2})\).

The number of NIUs in the ShuffleNet is larger than the number of users in the Treenet. For example, if the ShuffleNet is used to implement a 4-level tree which has 16 users on the bottom, a 24-port ShuffleNet will be used. Within this 24 NIUs, 16 NIUS will be used on the tree network, the rest 8 users will be redundant. The physical connection is shown in Figure 3.9. The 4-level subtree is the main tree. The nodes on this tree are end users. The 3-level subtree is the redundant tree. The nodes on this tree are intermediate nodes, not end users. The 24 nodes on the tree form a 24-port ShuffleNet. Since the 3-level tree is a
redundant tree, nodes on the redundant tree can be used to replace nodes on the main tree if nodes on the main tree are broken. The redundant tree can be used to replace one of the subtrees in the main tree if the subtree is down.

The advantage of this option is that there is a redundant tree for the main tree, which increases the system's reliability. The disadvantage is that the increase of wavelengths, transmitters and receivers will increase the cost.

(3) Using Perfect ShuffleNet with Shared wavelengths:

In option (2), the perfect ShuffleNet with separate wavelength is implemented in the tree network. Its drawback is that the number of wavelengths used in the perfect ShuffleNet with separate wavelengths is $2k2^k$, which is large amount of wavelengths. To reduce the number of wavelengths, a perfect ShuffleNet with shared wavelengths can be used, whose connectivity graph is shown in Figure 3.10. It can be noticed that users in the first column are sharing wavelengths $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$, users in the second column are sharing wavelengths $\lambda_3$ and $\lambda_4$. 
The number of wavelengths in the perfect ShuffleNet with shared wavelength is reduced to 4 compared with the 16 wavelengths in the perfect ShuffleNet with dedicated wavelengths. Since multiple users are transmitting on a common channel, Time Division Multiplexing Access(TDMA) protocol is used. This gives each user a fixed allocation of the capacity of a single channel.

This approach can be implemented in the tree network. For example in Figure 3.9, there are three 8-node trees. We use 8-port ShuffleNet with shared wavelengths on each tree, so that the total number of wavelengths used is reduced from 64 to 16.

Extended Tree Network

In the extended tree network, the number of nodes is not necessarily a power of 2. In this case, the tree network can be extended to make the number of users a power
of 2, so that the perfect ShuffleNet can be used for the implementation. For example in Figure 3.7, the number of users is 6. By adding 2 more users, an 8-port perfect ShuffleNet can be used for its implementation. The two added users are not end users but redundant users to be used only when the other 6 users are broken.

3.2.4 Protocol Design for Treenet using ShuffleNet Interconnectivity

In the previous section, the ShuffleNet has been used as the logic topology for the implementation of the tree topology. In this section, three protocol design models for Treenet topology using ShuffleNet interconnectivity are presented. A Synchronous Time Division Multiplexing (STDM) technology is introduced. The physical topology of Treenet has been shown in Figure 2.5. Separate logical protocols will be used for the upper and lower level. The three hierarchical schemes are as follows:

1) ShuffleNet in the upper level and Synchronous Time Division Multiplexing (STDM) in the lower level;

2) ShuffleNets in both upper and lower levels with dedicated channels between users and active nodes;

3) same as 2) except that there are no dedicated channels between users and active nodes.

STDM

Although the type of framing is often used to discriminate between asynchronous and synchronous transmission, the fundamental difference between the two methods is that with asynchronous transmission, the transmitter and receiver clocks are unsynchronized while with synchronous transmission both clocks are synchronized.

In a STDM system ([13]), each user is assigned a fixed time duration (a time slot) on the communication channel for the transmission of its packets. Each station has a clock. After one user's time duration has elapsed, the channel is switched to another user with a synchronous operation. Packets from each of the users connected
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to the multiplexer are transmitted in the order of arrival using the full capacity of the transmission line. In order to distinguish among messages going to different users sharing the same line, addressing information for destination must accompany these messages.

It is important to maintain framing synchronization since, if the source and destination are out of step, data on all channels are lost. The most common mechanism for framing is known as added-digit framing. In this scheme, typically, one control bit is added to each TDM frame. An identifiable pattern of bits, from frame to frame, is used on this “control channel”. Thus to synchronize, a receiver compares the incoming bits of one frame position to the expected pattern. If the pattern does not match, successive bit positions are searched until the pattern persists over multiple frames. Once framing synchronization is established, the receiver continues to monitor the framing bit channel. If the pattern breaks down, the receiver must again enter a framing search mode.

Shu-STDM

In this model, the ShuffleNet is used in the upper level and STDM scheme in the lower level. Implementation using ShuffleNet in the tree topology has been discussed in the previous section. For example, in Figure 2.5, eight active nodes are physically connected together to form a tree. The logical connection of them is an 8-port perfect ShuffleNet, that is, each active node can transmit and receive two wavelengths with other active nodes. There are buses in the bottom level. The STDM scheme is used on each bus. The end user of each bus issues a frame. The number of slots in the frame equals the number of users in one bus and the slot length equals the packet length. Each user occupies one slot. When a packet arrives at a user, it is stored in the buffer of this user. Then the packet is transmitted to the active node using a fixed slot in the frame. The destination address of the packet is checked by the active node. If the packet is for another user of the same bus after the destination address is checked, it will be transmitted back to the bus by the active node quickly. If the packet is for the user of another bus, it will be transmitted to the active nodes of the
destination bus by passing several active nodes of the ShuffleNet. Finally, the active node of the destination bus sends the packet to the destination user. On the receiving side, the receiver of the user receives the packet according to the destination address.

**Shu-Shu1**

In this model, the upper level consists of a ShuffleNet called outgoing ShuffleNet. This upper level ShuffleNet is the same as in the first model. In the lower level, each physical bus is configured to be a logical ShuffleNet which is called local ShuffleNet. There is a dedicated wavelength for transmitting and one for receiving between each user in a bus and active node on the top of this bus. For example, in Figure 2.5, the logical Treenet consists of an outgoing ShuffleNet and eight local ShuffleNets. Each user in a bus is a node in the local ShuffleNet. When the packet arrives at a user, the destination address of this packet is checked (the destination address consists of the local address and the foreign address). If this packet belongs to the local traffic, it is transmitted to the destination user using the local ShuffleNet of the same bus. If the destination address is for a user outside the local bus, the packet is transmitted directly to the active node on the top of this bus using a dedicated wavelength. By transmitting through the outgoing ShuffleNet next, the packet can reach the active node of the destination bus. Finally, the packet is transmitted to the destination user by a dedicated wavelength. Since the packet transmission within one bus does not affect the packet transmission in another, the same wavelength can be used in every bus.

**Shu-Shu2**

The third model, called Shu-Shu2, is similar to the second model except that there is no dedicated channel between a user and its active node. Rather, an active node is shared by both the local ShuffleNet and the outgoing ShuffleNet. If a packet belongs to outgoing traffic, it has to go through the local ShuffleNet, usually in multihops in order to get the active node. From there it is transmitted through the outgoing ShuffleNet to the active node of the destination bus. Finally, it is sent to
the destination user through the local ShuffleNet, again in a multihop path.

3.2.5 Summary and Remarks

An multihop photonic network, the ShuffleNet logical interconnections, has been described. Three design models for Treenet using ShuffleNet have been presented. There are two problems with the ShuffleNet implemented in Treenet physical topology.

- The ShuffleNet is only defined if the number nodes equals to $kp^k$. At present, no way has been found to add one node at a time changing a small number of connections and moving from a network with $p - i + 1$ nodes.

- The alternate paths between a source and a destination are not good. If the preferred path is blocked or inoperable, the alternate paths are much longer.

Although there are some limitations, ShuffleNet is still very attractive for Treenet implementations because of the advantages we discussed above. In the following chapter, performance analysis will be conducted for ShuffleNet, STDM and the three proposed design models.
Chapter 4

Performance Analysis of Photonic MAN

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the performance of ShuffleNet and three design models as measured by delay and throughput will be considered. First, the performance of Shufflenet will be analyzed. The delay and throughput performance for Treenet will be presented. A comparison of the performance for the three design models will be discussed.

4.2 Performance Analysis for ShuffleNet

4.2.1 Modeling and Assumption for ShuffleNet

Due to the node-to-node dependency in a tandem-node network, the Independent Assumption ([22]) will be used, so that each node can be analyzed independently. Furthermore, since the ShuffleNets are symmetrical, the discussion will be focused on one user output node. The queueing model of the user output for the perfect Shufflenet is shown in Figure 4.1. There are three arrival streams to each node: an external arrival and two internal arrivals from two optical channels. We assume the external arrival process is Poisson. The internal arrival process is assumed Poisson because the node is independent of other nodes and the number of arrivals to this node is large. By assuming all arrivals to be Poisson, and packet lengths to be fixed, the output user buffers to be infinite in size, the queueing system associated with
a given node can be modeled as an M/D/1 queue. Note that the internal arrivals are outputs of M/D/1 queues and are in general not Poisson. However, they will be treated as Poisson and be verified by simulations to see how good this assumption is.

With the probability $P_{\text{out}}$, a packet arriving from an optical channel is to be disregarded by the NIU, and with probability $(1 - P_{\text{out}})/2$, a given packet must be routed to a given one of the NIU outputs (for each packet, two optical outputs are equally likely to be selected). Also, a packet arriving from the user is equally likely to go to one of the two optical channels.

Since a packet takes on the average $E[\text{Hops}]$ to reach its destination, the probability that a packet at a given node would depart the network (i.e., arriving at its destination) is $P_{\text{out}} = 1/E[\text{Hops}]$.

### 4.2.2 Queueing Delay Analysis

For the purpose of analysis and verification by simulations, ShuffleNet with $p = 2$ will be considered in the following section. When $p = 2$ (Perfect ShuffleNet), the expression for $E[\text{Hops}]$ is given by:

$$E[\text{Hops}] = \frac{(3k^2 - 3k)2^{k-1} + 2k}{k^2}$$

(4.1)

For a stable system shown in Figure 4.1, the average arrival rate to any user is equal to the average departing rate, which is:

$$\lambda = \lambda_{\text{new}} + 2\lambda_{\text{int}} = \lambda_{\text{out}}$$

(4.2)
where $\lambda$, $\lambda_{\text{new}}$, $\lambda_{\text{int}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{out}}$ are the total arrival rate, the external arrival rate, the arrival rate from the optical channel and the outgoing rate respectively. $\lambda_{\text{int}} = \frac{(1 - P_{\text{out}})}{2} \lambda_{\text{out}}$ accounts for one internal arrival that must be routed to the user outputs (for each packet, both optical outputs are equally likely to be selected). From Equation 4.2,

$$\lambda = \frac{1}{P_{\text{out}} \lambda_{\text{new}}} = E[\text{Hops}] \lambda_{\text{new}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

where $P_{\text{out}} = 1/E[\text{Hops}] = 1/2$ for the perfect Shufflenet, and the total arrival rate is $\lambda = 2 \lambda_{\text{new}}$.

Let $\tau$ be the service time of a packet, then the system will be stable provided $\lambda \tau < 1$. Let $\rho_1 = \lambda \tau$ be the normalized traffic load presented to a given user, and $d_1$ be the queueing delay of a packet. Since the packet length is fixed, the queue model is a M/D/1 queue, according to [22, page 191]:

$$d_1 = \tau + \frac{\rho_1}{2(1 - \rho_1)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

From this, the mean queueing delay in multihopping through the network is the sum of the delays experienced for each hop. The mean path delay $d$ through all these hops is given by:

$$d = E[\text{Hops}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

where $E[\text{Hops}]$ and $d_1$ are given in Equations 4.1 and 4.4 respectively.

Results are plotted in Figure 4.2. The load in these illustrations is that offered directly by the end users. In Figure 4.2, the mean delay is normalized with respect to the average number of packet transmission time $\tau$. It can be seen from these curves that, as the number of users and permissible offered load increase, more delay is encountered since the average number of hops taken by a representative packet increases. However, for all cases considered, the queueing delay is less than about 20 packet transmission times if the offered load is less than 80% of the achievable end-user capacity.
Figure 4.2: Delay versus Normalized Offered Load per NIU for Shufflenet
4.2.3 Throughput Performance

Another performance measure is the information throughput. Information throughput can be defined as the total number of information bits transmitted per unit time. Even though a certain number of overhead bits for addressing purposes are transmitted in addition to the information bits, these overhead bits are included in calculating the information throughput.

Let’s now introduce some merit parameters. The normalized throughput is $S$. Throughput and the average distance are mutually correlated. Since the probability that a packet at a given node would depart the network is $P_{out} = 1/E[Hops]$. The normalized throughput per user is $S = \rho' / \rho$. Where $\rho'$ is the average number of packets that can get out of the network and $\rho' = \rho / E[Hops]$, $\rho$ is the average number of packets presented to a given user, and $\rho \leq 1$. The maximum normalized throughput per user is:

$$S_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{E[Hops]} \quad (4.6)$$

Numerical results are shown in Table 4.1 for the index $k$, the corresponding number of regenerative users $N$, the number of channels needed $w$, the normalized throughput per user $S$, and the normalized throughput of the network. It is noted, for example, that with $k = 7$, a network serving 896 users can be constructed. A total of 1792 distinctive channels are needed. The normalized throughput per user is only 0.11, but this is entirely acceptable in view of the fact that the throughput of network increases when the number of users increases.

4.3 Performance Analysis for Three Design Models

4.3.1 Notations

The performance of the three design models as measured by delay and throughput is considered now. This delay encompasses queueing, transmission, propagation, and processing delay. Since the Treenet is hierarchical in architecture, the queueing delay is the sum of the delays on both the upper and lower level. In all the performance
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k</th>
<th>Number of Users N</th>
<th>Number of Channels W</th>
<th>Throughput of the network</th>
<th>Throughput per user</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>49.92</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>1792</td>
<td>98.56</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>184.32</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4608</td>
<td>9216</td>
<td>368.64</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Numerical Parameters for Dedicated Channels

analysis, the overhead bits are included in the packet format since the size of the overhead is small. In order to calculate the delay and throughput performances, the following symbols will be used for three design models:

**SHU-STDMD**

- $D$ total delay including queueing, transmission and propagation delays
- $D_1$ queueing delay for a packet in a station on the lower bus level
- $D_2$ queueing delay for a packet in a active node on the upper tree level
- $D_{p1}$ propagation delay in the lower bus level
- $D_{p2}$ propagation delay in the upper tree level
- $N_1$ number of stations in a bus
- $N_2$ number of active nodes in the upper tree level
- $\lambda_{new}$ new packet arrival rate to a station
- $T$ slot time length dedicated to a station
- $T_F$ frame time length dedicated to a bus
\( \lambda_2 \) total arrival rate to a active node including the arrival rate from the bus and the arrival rate from two optical channels

\( \tau_2 \) service time for a packet in the active node

\( \rho_1 \) utilization factor in the lower level

\( \rho_2 \) utilization factor in the upper level

\( E_2(\text{Hops}) \) average number of hops in the upper level Shufflenet

\( S_1 \) throughput per station in the lower level

\( S_2 \) throughput per active node in the upper level

**SHU-SHU1 and SHU-SHU2**

\( D \) total delay including queueing, transmission and propagation delays

\( D_1 \) queueing delay for a packet in a station on the lower bus level

\( D_2 \) queueing delay for a packet in a active node on the upper tree level

\( D_{p1} \) propagation delay in the lower bus level

\( D_{p2} \) propagation delay in the upper tree level

\( N_1 \) number of stations in a bus

\( N_2 \) number of active nodes in the upper tree level

\( \lambda_{new} \) new packet arrival rate to a station

\( \lambda_2 \) total arrival rate to a active node including the arrival rate from the bus and the arrival rate from two optical channels

\( \tau_1 \) service time for a packet in a station

\( \tau_2 \) service time for a packet in a active node
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\( \rho_1 \) utilization factor in the lower level

\( \rho_2 \) utilization factor in the upper level

\( E_1 \) (Hops) average number of hops in the lower level Shufflenet

\( E_2 \) (Hops) average number of hops in the upper level Shufflenet

\( S_1 \) throughput per station in the lower level

\( S_2 \) throughput per active node in the upper level

\( \mu \) proportion of the outgoing packets out of the total arrival packets in a station

### 4.3.2 Performance Analysis for SHU-STDMA

In order to calculate the delay performance, it is assumed that the output of the M/D/1 system is Poisson. In this model, the lower level is STDMA, where the capacity in the form of recurring time slots is dedicated to each of the data sources sharing the transmission facility. Flow on the line is blocked into fixed-length frames. The frame is allocated so that periodically recurring slots carry only the output of a particular source. Messages arrive at a rate of \( \lambda \) messages per second. These messages are stored in buffers until the portion of a frame dedicated to a source is available. For purposes of explanation it is helpful to visualize STDMA as being implemented by a sort of commutator (see Figure 4.3). When it is the turn of a particular source to empty its buffer the can be imagined being visited by a server. The server stays at each buffer for a fixed amount of time, removing at most a specified maximum amount of data. Since the action of the server does not depend on the traffic from the sources, the time required for the server to cycle through all sources is constant and the sources may be analyzed independently.

The analysis is focused on a particular source. The beginning of a TDM multiplexing frame is taken to be the point where the server arrives at the source's buffer (see Figure 4.4). It is assumed that the duration of the frame is \( T_F \) seconds, where \( T_F = N_1T \), \( N_1 \) is the number of slots in the frame, and \( T \) is a slot time dedicated to a
station. Then using an imbedded Markov chain analysis the average queueing delay is given by ([13]):

\[ D_1 = \frac{\lambda_{new} T_F^2}{2(1 - \rho_1)} + \frac{T_F}{2} + T \]  

(4.7)

where \( \rho_1 = \lambda_{new} T_F \) and \( \lambda_{new} \) is the average external packet arrival rate for a station.

Since the upper level is a ShuffleNet, the equation of mean queueing delay \( D_2 \) for the upper level has been introduced in the previous section. The total delay in the upper level is the sum of the delay of the all active nodes that a packet passes when it is transmitted from the source to destination station. The discussion is only focused on one active node. The total arrival rate from the bus to the active node is \( N_1 \lambda_{new} \). In order to simplify the calculation, it is assumed the output process of STDM is
Poisson process, and the arrival process to the active node is Poisson distributed. It is also assumed that the service time for a packet in the active node is \( \tau_2 \). According to the analysis of the queueing delay of M/D/1 queue, The mean queueing delay for an active node in the upper level is:

\[
D_2 = \tau_2 + \frac{\rho_2}{2(1 - \rho_2)},
\]

where \( \rho_2 = \lambda_2 \tau_2 \), \( \lambda_2 \) is the total arrival rate to the active node. It is assumed that a packet need to pass average \( E_2[\text{Hops}] \) hops from the active node on top of the source station to the active node on top of the destination station. Since the active node is not end station, the packet needs to experience \( E_2[\text{Hops}] + 1 \) times delay of active nodes. We have:

\[
\lambda_2 = (E_2[\text{Hops}] + 1)N_1 \lambda_{\text{new}}.
\]

The mean total delay in multihopping through the network is the sum of node delays in the upper and lower levels and the path propagation delay, which can be expressed as follows for two different cases:

- If the packet is local on the bus, this packet is transmitted to the active node on top of this bus and directly to the destination station from the active node. The mean total delay is given by:

\[
D = D_1 + D_2 + D_{p_1}
\]

where \( D_{p_1} \) is the average propagation delay for a packet transmitted from a source station to a destination station within the bus. \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) are given by Equations 4.7 and 4.8, respectively.

- If the traffic is outgoing, the packet has to suffer the delay of the local traffic plus the delay in the upper level. The mean total delay is given:

\[
D = D_1 + D_2(E_2[\text{Hops}] + 1) + D_{p_1} + D_{p_2}
\]

where \( D_{p_2} \) is the average propagation delay for a packet transmitted from the active node on top of a source station to the active node on top of the destination station.
Since the network is hierarchical in architecture, the total throughput is counted in both layers. By assuming that the arrival rate to each station in the bus is $\lambda_{\text{new}}$, the throughput per user is $S_1 = \lambda_{\text{new}}$. The throughput per active node is

$$S_2 = \frac{N_1 \lambda_{\text{new}}}{(E_2[\text{Hops}] + 1)}$$

### 4.3.3 Performance Analysis for Shu-Shu1

In this model, both the upper and lower level are ShuffleNets. The following symbols are used:

Assuming that the number of stations in a bus is $N_1 = k_12^{k_1}$, the queueing delay for the station in a bus is given by:

$$D_1 = \tau_1 + \frac{\rho_1}{2(1 - \rho_1)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

where $\rho_1 = E_1[\text{Hops}]\lambda_{\text{new}}\tau_1$.

In the upper level, the total arrival rate to an active node is $N_1\mu\lambda_{\text{new}}$. Assuming that the number of active nodes is $N_2 = k_22^{k_2}$, the service time for a packet is $\tau_2$, the queueing delay for an active node is given by:

$$D_2 = \tau_2 + \frac{\rho_2}{2(1 - \rho_2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.11)

where $\rho_2 = (E_2[\text{Hops}] + 1)N_1\mu\lambda_{\text{new}}\tau_2$.

The mean total delay can be expressed as follows for two different cases:

- If the traffic is local on the bus, this packet is transmitted to the active node on top of this bus and directly to the destination station from the active node. The mean total delay is given by:

$$D = E_1[\text{Hops}]D_1 + D_{p_1}$$

where $D_{p_1}$ is the average propagation delay for a packet transmitted from a source station to a destination station within the bus. $D_1$ and $D_2$ are given by Equations 4.10 and 4.11, respectively.
• If the traffic is outgoing, the packet has to suffer the delay in both the upper and lower levels. The mean total delay is given by:

\[ D = D_1 + D_2(E_2[Hops] + 1) + D_{p1} + D_{p2} \]

Since both of the upper and lower levels are ShuffleNets, the throughput per station is \( S_1 = \lambda_{\text{new}}/E_1[Hops] \). The throughput per active node is:

\[ S_2 = \frac{N_1 \mu \lambda_{\text{new}}}{(E_2[Hops] + 1)} \]

### 4.3.4 Performance Analysis for Shu-Shu2

In this architecture, both the upper and lower levels are ShuffleNets. The active nodes are shared by both levels. When a packet arrives at station 1 in a bus, if this packet is inside the traffic of this bus, it will be transmitted to the destination station through the local ShuffleNet in this bus. If this packet is outgoing traffic outside the bus, it will be transmitted to the active node on top of this bus through the local ShuffleNet in the bus, then to another active node on top of the destination station through the upper level ShuffleNet, finally to the destination station through the local ShuffleNet in the bus which the destination station belongs to.

• If the traffic is local, the end-to-end delay is given by:

\[ D = E_1[Hops]D_1 + D_{p1} \]

• If the traffic is outgoing, the end-to-end delay is given by:

\[ D = E_1[Hops]D_1 + (E_2[Hops] + 1)D_2 + E_1[Hops]D_1 \]

The throughput per user is \( \lambda_{\text{new}}/E_1[Hops] \). The throughput per active node is \( N_1 \mu \lambda_{\text{new}}/(E_1[Hops])(E_2[Hops] + 1) \).
4.4 Summary

In this chapter, the delay and throughput performance are analyzed for the three design models proposed in Chapter 3. The analysis of performance evaluation is based on certain assumptions. It is assumed that the arrival process for all nodes is Poisson process although some arrival processes are the output of M/D/1. By assuming the service time is fixed, each node is simple M/D1 queueing system. The queueing delay formula is achieved by introducing M/D/1 queueing delay equation. In order to verify the results of the performance analysis, Comparison with the simulation results will be made in the next chapter.
Chapter 5

Analysis by Simulation

5.1 Introduction and Motivation

With the fast development of the telecommunication technology, it becomes more and more difficult to perform test on the performance of a system. The evaluation of the system performance relies on the analysis, modeling and simulation of the proposed system. With the correct method of modeling and simulation, the evaluation of the system performance can be conducted with much less cost, yet achieving very accurate performance evaluation. There are two main advantages of using computer simulation. First, simulation frees analyst from a great deal of repetitive work involved in substituting numbers into formulas and enables the analyst to concentrate on the results. Second, simulation is the insight into system performance provided by both the modeling process itself and the experience gained from simulation experiments.

In the previous chapter, we presented the queueing analysis for ShuffleNet and three design models. In order to validate the assumption introduced in the analysis, we run the simulation using QNAP2 simulation package to run the simulation.

QNAP2 simulation package can be defined as a system for describing, handling and solving queueing network models. It is comprised of a specification language which is used for the description of the models under study and the control of their resolution, and of several resolution models, or solves, implementing the different techniques currently available. In QNAP2, a queueing network consists of a set of stations (one or several servers and one queue) through which circulate customers according to given
routing rules; the customers may be distributed into several classes characterizing different behaviors and different processing in the stations. The processing done by a station may be described by a simple time duration defined by its probability distribution or by a complex algorithm which may include synchronization operations.

In the following sections, we will present the simulation models and results for ShuffleNet and three design models. Certain assumptions are made in order to modeling the system.

5.2 Simulation for ShuffleNet

5.2.1 Simulation Models

Since the nodes in ShuffleNet are symmetrical, we only need to focus on one user node only. The queueing model for a 8-port ShuffleNet is shown as in Figure 5.1. There is a queue in every station. When packets (including new packets and packets from two other stations) arrive at a station, they will wait on the queue. The queues are FCFS and have the infinite length.

5.2.2 Assumptions

In order to run the simulation, the following assumptions are made:

• Every station in the ShuffleNet is symmetrical.

• The queue in every station has the infinite queue length. There is no packet loss in the network. The queue scheme is FCFS.

• The traffic in the system is uniform traffic.

• Every packet has the fixed length.

• The new arrival process at a station is Poisson distributed. The service time of each queue in the station is fixed.

• For each packet transferred from one station to another station, a routine is fixed.
Figure 5.1: Simulation Model for ShuffleNet
• The distance between every two stations is very close. The propagation delay is ignored.

Simulation has been run using the QNAP2 simulation package. The QNAP2 simulation program for ShuffleNet is shown in Appendix B. For each simulation run, the simulation time is chosen to have a convergent result, and a 95% confidence interval is also provided automatically at the end of the simulation.

5.2.3 Simulation Results

Simulation results are shown as follows. Since the 95% confidence intervals are found to be very small, they are not shown for clarity purpose. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the mean and variance of queueing delay for packet transmissions with respect to normalized throughput. The results from the analysis and simulation agree with each other very well. From these two examples, we observed that the proposed M/D/1 analytical approach for ShuffleNet gives a very close performance of ShuffleNet.

A more detailed discussion of results are as following. Figure 5.6 shows the mean packet queueing time in one station versus normalized throughput for different size of stations. We can see that the delay increases dramatically when the size of the station increases. The maximum normalized throughput per station decreases from 0.5 to 0.2 when the size of the station change from 8 stations to 64 stations. This is because more hops are required for a packet transmission from a source to a destination when the size of the station increases. The packet has to wait longer time to transmit in the queue of the station since more packets are waiting in the station. The normalized throughput for one station which equals to $1/E[Hops]$ decreases when more hops are required for packet transmission.

In the next section, some results on three design models will be presented. The delay and throughput performance will be compared.
5.3 Simulations for Three Design Models

5.3.1 Simulation Models

The Treenet we proposed in the paper is a hierarchical architecture with different logic topologies on the upper and lower levels. The simulation model for Treenet with 64 stations is shown in Figure 5.2. There is a queue in every station and every active node. The input of the queue in the active node is the outputs of the queue from eight stations in the bus.

In the first model, ShuffleNet is used in the upper level. The simulation model of
Figure 5.3: Simulation Model for STDM
the ShuffleNet is shown in Figure 5.1. STDM is in the lower level of the first design model. Figure 5.3 shows the simulation model for STDM. The generation of the frame is modeled by the use of a single server successively passing the transmission permission to every station. When a station receives the permission and has packets queued, it transmits right away. When a station receives its permission and has no packet in its queue, it lets the time slot pass by without being used. Packets arriving during this time slot are not allowed to transmit. After its slot has gone by the station, no matter whether it has transmitted or not, must wait for the same slot in the next frame. After having passed the slot to every station (i.e., from 1 to $M$), the single server station will have to restart a frame by passing the transmission permission to station again.

In the second model, ShuffleNet is used in the lower level. There is a dedicate channel between each station and the active node on the top of the station. Only the local traffic is waiting in the queue of the station. When a outgoing traffic arrives to a station, it is transmitted to the active node immediately. The outgoing traffic does not suffer the queue delay in the local ShuffleNet. There is no queueing delay for a packet from this active node transmitted to the destination station since the packet can be transmitted to the destination station using the dedicated channel.

In the third model, there is no dedicated channel between the active node and the station. The transmission of the local traffic is the same as in the second model. The difference from the second model is that the outgoing traffic has to suffer of the queueing delay of the local ShuffleNets in the buses which the source station and the destination belong to.

5.3.2 Assumptions

The simulation has been run for the three design models according to the following assumptions:

- The size of the system is 64 stations. There are eight active nodes in the tree level and eight stations in each bus.
• The queue in every station has the infinite queue length. The traffic in the system is uniform traffic. Every packet has the fixed length.

• The arrival process to a station is Poisson distributed. The transmission rate of the active node is 1.6 Gbits/sec, transmission rate of the station is 200 Mbits/sec.

• Maximum station-node-station distance is 50km and maximum propagation delay is 250 $\mu$sec.

5.3.3 Simulation Results

Figure 5.7 shows the queueing delay for a packet waiting in one station verses the normalized throughput per station. We can see that the simulation results and the analytic results are matched very well. So the analytic model for STDM proposed in chapter 4 is proved the closed design model for STDM. Figure 5.8 shows the mean queueing delay for a packet waiting time in a active node verses the normalized throughput per active node. It can be seen that good agreement between the analytic and the simulation results can be achieved. This enhances the confidence of the assumption of M/D/1 queueing model for a active node.

Figure 5.9 shows the end-to-end delay for a packet transmission from a source station to a destination station verses the normalized throughput per station. Again the analytic and simulation results agree with each other very well. The delay and throughput results of analysis and simulation for Shu-Shu1 are shown from Figures 5.10 to 5.12. The delay and throughput results of analysis and simulation for Shu-Shu2 are shown from Figures 5.13 to 5.15. From all these examples we observed that the proposed analytic approach in chapter 4 gives an exact performance of the Treenuet systems.

More results are shown as following to compare to the performance of three design models. Figure 5.16 shows the End-to-End delay of local traffic for three design models. We can see that the End-to-End delay of local traffic transmitted from a source to a destination in SHU-STDM is much lower than that of the
two other models. This is because the local packets have to go through the local ShuffleNet in the second and the third model when they are transmitted from a source station to a destination station. The queueing delay becomes longer in the local ShuffleNet. Figure 5.17 shows the End-to-End delay of outgoing traffic for three design models. The delay for the SHU-SHU2 increases much faster as the traffic load increases. The reason is that the queueing delay in the local ShuffleNet becomes longer since both the local and outgoing traffic must go through the local ShuffleNet in SHU-SHU2. From these figures, we can see that the delay performance for the SHU-STD is better than others.

Figures 5.18 to 5.21 depict the mean packet vs. input traffic per station (packet arrival rate) for the packet length from 1000 bits to 50000 bits. Again we can see that the maximum throughput per node for SHU-SHU2 is much lower than that of SHU-SHU1 and SHU-STD. The delay for the SHU-SHU2 increases dramatically in the heavy traffic load. Figure 5.22 shows the mean delay vs. packet length for SHU-SHU1. The delay increases when the packet length increases. From these figures, we can see that the delay performance for the SHU-STD is better than others. The reason might be that the queueing delay becomes longer in the local ShuffleNet because of the extra transit traffic for SHU-SHU1 and SHU-SHU2.

The previous results are based on the uniform traffic. Figure 5.23 shows the end-to-end delay for packets transmission under nonuniform traffic. Here, only the arrival rate in one station is changed and the arrival rates in the rest of the stations are not changed. The delay increases dramatically when the packet arrival rate changes for one station in each bus. We can see that the small change of the traffic load affects the mean end-to-end delay of the packet.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter the queueing models for ShuffleNet, STD and three design models are presented. The performances of the ShuffleNet and three design
models have been analyzed. The analytical results were validated by simulations. Comparison between three design models are made. From the simulation results, the SHU-STDM is found to be the best model for Treenet.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research

6.1 Concluding Remarks

The Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) is necessary to employ interconnection speeds of 100 $Mb/s$, geographical area coverage of up to 50 km, and network capabilities that would support hundreds of stations. The applications and services that emerged for the MAN architecture covered voice, video, and imaging areas. Advances in lightwave technology specifically fiber optics enabled the fabrication of relatively low-cost, low-attenuation fibers and high-quality optical transmitters, detectors, and passive components. All these demands for highly-efficient high-speed communication networks in metropolitan environment is opening new research horizons. High bandwidth, as well as a suitable topology and protocols are needed to support different types of traffic (data, voice, video, etc.). This thesis is based on the topology and protocol design for fiber optic MAN.

In this thesis, we first reviewed the existing optical network topologies such as bus, ring, star and tree. The limitation of the basic topologies is that they can not support large number of stations in a metropolitan area. To overcome the limitation of basic topologies, we introduce the fiber optic Treenet. The Treenet is a hierarchical architecture which has a tree in the upper level and
buses in the lower level. The Treenet combines the advantages of both bus and tree topologies. We presented two kinds of Treenet: passive Treenet and active Treenet. The difference between the passive Treenet and the active Treenet is that there are active nodes between the tree and the buses. The active nodes are used for traffic filtering.

To overcome the large latency delay for passive Treenet proposed by Gerla and Fratta. We used a multichannel and multihop technology called Shufflenet as the basic protocol for the Treenet. We reviewed the multihop and Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) techniques. WDM provides a powerful means to solve the electro-optic bottleneck and offer significant opportunities for high-speed networks. We then proposed the three design models as the protocols for Treenet. The network performance such as throughput and delay characteristics are analyzed for Shufflenet and three design models. Certain assumptions are made to simplify the analysis.

To verify the analysis results, a computer simulation program has been run. The detailed network modeling and modifications are given. The analytical results were compared to simulation results and found to match very closely. This indicates that the analytic approach for Shufflenet and three design models give the close performance.

Finally, we compared the delay and throughput results for three design models. We found that SHU-STDM is the best among three for the Treenet.

6.2 Suggestions for Future Research

In our work, we use Treenet as the basic topology. From the functional standard point, the tree could be replaced by a star. The star actually provide power savings with respect to the tree and would thus permit to support more stations. Another variation is that the logical Shufflenet can be replaced by a hypercube. That is, every station can have more wavelengths to transmit and receive. This increases the extra path for a packet transmission.
In our queueing analysis, we assume infinite buffer size in each queue. In future research, finite buffer size will be considered and more queue analysis will be made. Finally the implementation of proposed network to B-ISDN may be another interesting topic.
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Appendix A

Fixed Routing Algorithm for ShuffleNet

There are many possible fixed routing algorithms for ShuffleNet. We present one that is particularly simple to implement. We describe a distributed, fixed routing scheme that delivers packets from any given source to any given destination in the minimum number of hops possible for that source-destination pair. In routing packets from a source \((c^s, r^s)\) to a destination \((c^d, r^d)\), the routing decision at each intermediate NIU is based on one of the \(p\)-ary digits of the destination address contained in the arriving packet's header.

If we let \(D\) denote the number of columns between the source \((c^s, r^s)\) and the destination \((c^d, r^d)\), then

\[
x = \begin{cases} 
(k + c^d - c^s) \mod k & \text{if } c^d \neq c^s \\
 k & \text{if } c^d = c^s 
\end{cases}
\]

Since the column coordinate increases by one \((\mod k)\) each hop, \(D\) represents a lower bound on the number of hops required to route a packet from \((c^s, r^s)\) to \((c^d, r^d)\). However, it may not be possible to reach the destination in \(D\) hops. For example, in Figure 3.2 it takes three hops to route a packet from NIU 1 to NIU 7, even though NIU 7 is only one column from NIU 1 (i.e., \(D = 1\)).

The algorithm attempts to deliver the packet in \(D\) hops by routing successively
according to the last $D$ $p$-ary digits of $r^d$. In other words, from NIU

$$(c^s, r^s) = (c^s, r^s_{k-1} r^s_{k-2} \cdots r^s_0)$$

the packet is first routed to the NIU with address

$$(c^s + 1) \mod k, r^s_{k-2} \cdots r^s_0 r^d_{D-1},$$

and then to

$$(c^s + 2) \mod k, r^s_{k-3} \cdots r^s_0 r^d_{D-1} r^d_{D-2},$$

and so on, until it reaches the NIU with address

$$(c^d, r^s_{k-1-D} \cdots r^s_0 r^d_{D-1} \cdots r^d_0)$$

This corresponds to cyclically rotating in the destination’s row coordinate one digit at a time. The NIU reached after $D$ hops is the destination $(c^d, r^d)$ if and only if

$$r^s_{k-1-D} = r^d_{k-1}, r^s_{k-2-D} = r^d_{k-2}, \ldots, \text{and } r^s_0 = r^d_D.$$ 

Otherwise, the packet is not in the destination’s row $r^d$ when it reaches column $c^d$, and the packet takes $k$ more hops (one hop in each of the $k$ columns of the cylindrical connectivity graph) to reach its destination $(c^d, r^d)$. So, a packet reaches its destination in the minimum number of hops, which may be either $D$ or $D + k$.

The following routing decisions are made when an arbitrary NIU $(\tilde{c}, \tilde{r})$ receives a packet with destination address $(c^d, r^d)$. If $(c^d, r^d) = (\tilde{c}, \tilde{r})$, the packet is accepted by the local user port. Otherwise, the packet is routed to $((\tilde{c} + 1) \mod k, r^d_{k-2}, \ldots, r^d_0 r^d_{X-1})$, where $X$ denotes the number of columns between the current location $(\tilde{c}, \tilde{r})$ and the destination $(c^d, r^d)$. That is

$$X = \begin{cases} (k + c^d - \tilde{c}) \mod k & \text{if } c^d \neq \tilde{c} \\ k & \text{if } c^d = \tilde{c} \end{cases}$$
Appendix B

Simulation Program
Program name: Shufflenet

This program is to get the delay performance for Shufflenet.
The fixed routing scheme introduced for Shufflenet in appendix A is used.
This is a general program suitable for any number of stations $N=K*P**K$.

/DECLARE/
OPTION=N, SOURCE, NRESULT;

/REAL/
T.ARRIVE, T.SERVICE, ARR_RATE, ARR_RATE, RHO, RHO, M.DEL, M.DEL', V.DEL, V.DEL', M.WA, PROP, M.HOP;

/INTEGER/
I, J,
N.STATION=24,
K=3,
P=2;

/REAL/
PACKET.ARRIVAL.TIME.IN.A.SOURCE, PACKET.SERVIVE.TIME.IN.A.STATION, ARRIVAL. RATE.TO.A.STATION, ACTUAL.ARRIVAL. RATE.TO.A.STATION, UTILIZATION, ACTUAL.UTILIZATION, MEAN.DELAY.OF.PACKET.TRANSMISSION.FROM.ANALYSIS, MEAN.DELAY.OF.PACKET.TRANSMISSION.FROM.SIMULATION, VARIANCE.OF.DELAY.FROM.ANALYSIS, VARIANCE.OF.DELAY.FROM.SIMULATION, MEAN.WAITING.TIME.FROM.ANALYSIS, MEAN.WAITING.TIME.FROM.SIMULATION, AVERAGE.NUMBER.OF.HOPS.OF.SHUFFLENET;

/CUSTOMER.INTERFACE/
D1, DES.ADD, COLUMN.DES, DBN.DES(K);

/QUEUE.INTERFACE/
D2, X, RESD, COLUMN, DBN.K, STA.ADD, COLUMN.STA, DBN.STA(K), IDEN;

/QUEUE/
SOURCE(N), Q(N);
THIS PROGRAM IS TO REALIZE THE SOURCE TO GENERATE PACKETS

/STATION/NAME=SOURCE(1 STEP 1 UNTIL K*P**K);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
   EXP(T.ARRIVE);
   DES.ADD:=RINT(1,K*P**K);
   COLUMN.DES:=(DES.ADD+P**K-1)/(P**K);
   D1:=DES.ADD-1-(DES.ADD-1)/(P**K)*P;
   FOR I:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL K DO
      BEGIN
         DBN.DES(I):=D1-(D1/P)*P;
         D1:=D1/P;
      END;
      IF DES.ADD=IDEN
         THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
         ELSE TRANSIT(Q(IDEN));
   END;

THIS PROGRAM IS TO REALIZE THE STATION IN THE SHUFFLENET. THE
ROUTINE IS DETERMINED ACCORDING TO THE ALGORITHM

/STATION/NAME=Q(1 STEP 1 UNTIL K*P**K);
SERVICE=BEGIN
   CST(T.SERVICE);
   COLUMN:=(COLUMN_STA+1)-((COLUMN_STA+1)/(K+1))*K;
   IF COLUMN_Des=COLUMN_STA
      THEN X:=K
      ELSE X:=(K+COLUMN_Des-COLUMN_STA)-
               ((K+COLUMN_Des-COLUMN_STA)/K)*K;
   DBN(1):=DBN.Des(X);
   FOR I:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL K-1
      DO DBN(I+1):=DBN_STA(I);
      RESD:=0;
   FOR I:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL K
      DO RESD:=DBN(I)*P**(I-1)+RESD;
      STA.ADD:=(COLUMN-1)*P**K+RESD+1;
      IF DES.ADD=STA.ADD
         THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
         ELSE TRANSIT(Q(STA.ADD));
   END;

/CONTROL/TMAX=150000;
MARPA=Q(6);
ACCURACY=ALL QUEUE;
ESTIM=SPECTRAL;

THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM IS FOR THE EXECUTION AND RESULTS

/EXEC/ BEGIN
   FOR J:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL K*P**K
      DO BEGIN
         SOURCE(J).IDEN:=J;
         Q(J).IDEN:=J;
         Q(J).COLUMN_STA:=(J+P**K-1)/(P**K);
         Q(J).D2:=(J-1)/(P**K)*P**K-1;
         FOR I:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL K DO
            BEGIN
               & GIVE A IDENTIFICATION TO A SOURCE
               & GIVE A IDENTIFICATION TO A QUEUE
               & DETERMINE THE COLUMN OF A QUEUE
               & DETERMINE THE ROW OF A QUEUE
            END;
   END

87
Q(J).LEN_STA(1):=Q(J).D2-(Q(J).D2/2)*F;
Q(J).D2:=Q(J).D2/F;
END;
END;
PRINT("******************************************************************************");
PRINT("* RHO * M_DEL * M_DEL' * V_DEL * V_DEL' ");
PRINT("******************************************************************************");
FOR J:= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO
BEGIN
T_ARRIVE:= 1.75/J;
T_SERVICE:=1.1;
SIMUL;
PROP:=(K*P**K-1)/(K*P**K);
M_HOP:=(((K*P**K)*(P-1)*(P-1)*P-1)/2*K*(P**K-1))/(2*(P-1)*(K*P**K-1));
& MEAN HOP OF A PACKET TRANSMITTED FROM A SOURCE TO A DESTINATION
AR_RATE:=PROP/T_ARRIVE;
& MEAN PACKET ARRIVAL RATE TO A STATION
AR1_RATE:=M_HOP*AR_RATE;
& ACTUAL MEAN PACKET ARRIVAL RATE TO A STATION
RHO:=AR_RATE*T_SERVICE;
& UTILIZATION OF A PACKET
RHO1:=AR1_RATE*T_SERVICE;
& ACTUAL UTILIZATION OF A PACKET
M WA:=RHO1*T_SERVICE/(2.*(1-RHO1));
& MEAN WAITING TIME OF A PACKET
M_DEL:=M WA/T_SERVICE;
& MEAN TOTAL DELAY OF A PACKET FROM A ANALYSIS
M_DEL':=MRESPONSE(Q(6));
& MEAN TOTAL DELAY OF A PACKET FROM A SIMULATION
V_DEL:=M WA**2+(AR1*(T_SERVICE**3))/(3.*(1-RHO1));
& VARIANCE OF DELAY FROM SIMULATION
V DEL':=VRESPONSE(Q(6));
PRINT("*",RHO,"*",M_DEL,"*",M_DEL',"*",V_DEL,"*",V DEL',"*");
END;
PRINT("******************************************************************************");
END:
/END/
PROGRAM NAME: SHU.STDM

This program is to achieve the delay and throughput performance for SHU.STDM Model.

/CONTROL/ OPTION=NSOURCE,NRESULT;

/DECLARE/
INTEGER

I,J,L,n
K=2,
& COLUMNS IN THE SHUFFLENET IN THE UPPER LEVEL
P=2,
& CONNECTIVITY OF EACH STATION IN THE SHUFFLENET
N_STATION=8,
& NUMBER OF STATIONS IN THE LOWER LEVEL
N_ACT_BUS
& NUMBER OF ACTIVE BUS IN THE UPPER LEVEL

REAL

T ARRIVE(N_STATION,N_ACT_BUS), & PACKET ARRIVAL TIME IN A SOURCE
T SLOT, & PACKET TRANSMISSION TIME IN STD M
T FRAME, & FRAME DURATION IN STD M
T SERVICE, & SERVICE TIME FOR A PACKET IN THE UPPER LEVEL
AR RATE, & ARRIVAL RATE TO A STATION
RH01, & UTILIZATION OF A STATION
M DEL11, & MEAN QUEUEING DELAY IN A STATION
M DEL12, & MEAN QUEUEING DELAY IN THE ACTIVE BUS
INTRA D, & MEAN TOTAL DELAY OF THE LOCAL TRAFFIC FROM ANALYSIS
INTRA D’,& MEAN TOTAL DELAY OF THE LOCAL TRAFFIC FROM SIMULATION
INTER D, & MEAN TOTAL DELAY OF THE OUTGOING TRAFFIC FROM ANALYSIS
INTER D’,& MEAN TOTAL DELAY OF THE OUTGOING TRAFFIC FROM SIMULATION

CUSTOMER INTEPER

D1, & THE DESTINATION BUS ADDRESS OF A PACKET
FOR_ADD, & THE DESTINATION STATION ADDRESS OF A PACKET
LOC_ADD, & THE COLUMN THAT THE DESTINATION STATION BELONGS TO
COLUMN DES, & THE ROW THAT THE DESTINATION STATION BELONGS TO
DBN DES(K);

QUEUE INTEGER

STAT, & THE LOCAL ADDRESS OF A QUEUE
BUS,
COLUMN_STA,
DBN_STA(K),
D2,X,COLUMN,
RESD,STAADD,DBN(K);

QUEUE

S(N_STATION,N ACT_BUS), & SOURCE QUEUE
Q(N STATION,N ACT_BUS), & STATION QUEUE
MONITOR(N ACT_BUS), & ACTIVE NODE QUEUE
CLOCK(N ACT_BUS), & THE CLOCK USED FOR SYNCHRONIZATION IN STD M
CT,AT;

FLAG

FG(N STATION,N ACT_BUS);

& FLAG
THIS PROGRAM IS TO REALIZE THE SOURCE TO GENERATE PACKETS

/STATION/NAME=S(1 STEP 1 UNTIL N_STATION, 1 STEP 1 UNTIL K*P**K);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
  EXP(T.ARRIVE(STAT,BUS));  & THE DISTRIBUTION OF PACKET INTERARRIVAL TIME
  FOR ADD:=RINT(1,K*P**K);  & THE FOREIGN ADDRESS OF A PACKET
  LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,N_STATION);  & THE LOCAL ADDRESS OF A PACKET
  COLUMN_STATION:=(FOR_ADD+P**K-1)/(P**K);  & DETERMINE THE COLUMN
  D1:=FOR_ADD-1-((FOR_ADD-1)/(P**K))*(P**K);
  FOR I:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL K DO
    BEGIN
      DBN_STATION(I):=D1-(D1/P)*P;  & DETERMINE THE ROW
      D1:=D1/P;
    END;
    IF FOR_ADD=BUS
    THEN BEGIN
      IF LOC_ADD=STAT
      THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
      ELSE BEGIN
        P(CT);
        TRANSIT(Q(STAT,BUS));
      END;
    END;
    ELSE BEGIN
      P(AT);
      TRANSIT(Q(STAT,BUS));
    END;
  END;
END;

THIS PROGRAM IS TO REALIZE THE STDM IN A BUS. THE FLAG IS USED AS A PERMISSION FOR
A STATION TO TRANSMIT PACKETS. WHENEVER THE FLAG IN A STATION IS 1, THE STATION CAN
TRANSMIT PACKETS

/STATION/NAME=Q(1 STEP 1 UNTIL N_STATION, 1 STEP 1 UNTIL K*P**K);
SERVICE=BEGIN
  WAIT (FG(STAT,BUS));  & WAITING FOR THE FLAG
  RESET (FG(STAT,BUS));  & RESET THE FLAG TO 1
  CST(T_SLOT);
  IF FOR_ADD=BUS
  THEN BEGIN
    V(CT);  & TRACE THIS PACKET
    TRANSIT(OUT);  & RECEIVE THIS PACKET
  END
  ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(BUS));  & OTHERWISE TRANSMIT THIS PACKET TO THE ACTIVE NODE
END;

/STATION/NAME=CT;
TYPE=RESOURCE, INFINIT

/STATION/NAME=AT;
TYPE=RESOURCE, INFINIT:

& RESOURCE QUEUE TO TRACE THE PACKET

& RESOURCE QUEUE TO TRACE THE PACKET
THIS IS A CLOCK TO MODEL THE GENERATION OF A FRAME IN STDX.

***********************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=CLOCK(1 STEP 1 UNTIL K*P**K);
INIT=1;
SERVICE=BEGIN
 FOR I:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL N_STATION
 DO BEGIN
 SET (FG(I,BUS));
 IF Q(I,BUS).NB=0
 THEN RESET (FG(I,BUS));
 CST(T_SLOT);
 END;
 END;
 TRANSIT=CLOCK(BUS);

***********************************************************************

THIS IS TO REALIZE THE ACTIVE NODE ON THE TOP OF THE BUS. IF THE PACKET IS
A LOCAL TRAFFIC, THE ACTIVE NODE TRANSMITS THE PACKET TO THE BUS UNDER IT.
IF THE PACKET IS A OUTGOING TRAFFIC, THE ACTIVE NODE WILL TRANSMIT THE PACKET
TO ANOTHER ACTIVE NODE USING THE SHUFFLENET

***********************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(1 STEP 1 UNTIL K*P**K);
SERVICE=BEGIN
 CST(T_SERVICE); & THE SERVICE TIME IN THE ACTIVE NODE IS CONSTANT
 IF FOR_ADD=BUS & IF THE PACKET IS LOCAL TRAFFIC
 THEN BEGIN
 V(AT);
 & TRACE THIS PACKET
 TRANSIT(OUT);
 & TRANSMIT THIS PACKET TO THE BUS
 END
 ELSE BEGIN & OTHERWISE CALCULATE THE ROUTE USING SHUFFLENET
 COLUMN:=(COLUMN_STA+1)-((COLUMN_STA+1)/(K+1))*K;
 IF COLUMN_STATION=COLUMN_STA
 THEN X:=K+1
 ELSE X:=ABS(COLUMN_STATION-COLUMN_STA)+1;
 DBN(I):=DBN_STA+1;
 FOR I:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL K-1
 DO DBN(I+1):=DBN_STA(I);
 RESD:=0;
 FOR I:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL K
 DO RESD:=DBN(I)*(P**I-1)+RESD;
 STAADD:=(COLUMN-1)*P**K+RESD+1;
 TRANSIT(MONITOR(STAADD)); & TRANSMIT IT TO ANOTHER ACTIVE NODE
 END;

***********************************************************************

/CONTROL/TMAX=100000000;
MARPINAL=Q(4,3);
ACCURACY=ALL QUEUE;

***********************************************************************

THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM IS FOR THE EXECUTION AND RESULTS

***********************************************************************

/EXEC/
BEGIN
 FOR L:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL K*P**K DO
 BEGIN
 FOR I:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL N_STATION DO
 BEGIN
 S(I,L).STAT:=I;
 & GIVE THE STATION IDENTIFICATION TO A SOURCE
END;
S(1,:) BUS:=L;  & GIVE THE BUS IDENTIFICATION TO A SOURCE
Q(1,:) STAT:=I;  & GIVE THE STATION IDENTIFICATION TO A QUEUE
Q(1,:) BUS:=L;  & GIVE THE BUS IDENTIFICATION TO A QUEUE
END;
MONITOR(L) BUS:=L;  & GIVE A IDENTIFICATION TO A ACTIVE NODE
CLOCK(L) BUS:=L;
MONITOR(L).COLUMN_STA:=(L+P**K-1)/(P**K);
MONITOR(L).D2:=L*(L-1)/(P**K)*(P**K)-1;
FOR J:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL K DO
BEGIN
MONITOR(L).DBN_STA(J):=MONITOR(L).D2-(MONITOR(L).D2/P)*P;
MONITOR(L).D2:=MONITOR(L).D2/P;
END;
END;

PRINT("**********************************************************************************************");
PRINT("* RHO1  * M_DEL11  * M_DEL12  * INTER_D  * INTER_D'  *");
PRINT("**********************************************************************************************");
FOR I:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL N_STATION DO
BEGIN
  FOR J:=2 STEP 1 UNTIL N_ACT_BUS
  DO T.ARRIVE(I,J):=4000.7.
  END;
END;
FOR I:=2 STEP 1 UNTIL N_STATION DO
BEGIN
  FOR J:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL N_ACT_BUS
  DO T.ARRIVE(I,J):=4000.7.
  END;
END;
FOR J:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO
BEGIN
  T.ARRIVE(1,1):=40000/(2**J);
  T_SLOT:=5.1;
  T_FRAME:=5.*8.1;
  T_STAT:=5.1;
  SIMUL;
  AR_RATE:=1./T.ARRIVE(1,1);
  RHO1:=AR_RATE*T_FRAME;
  M_DEL11:=MRESPONSE(Q(1,1));
  M_DEL12:=MRESPONSE(MONITOR(1));
  INTRA_D:=MRESPONSE(CT);
  INTER_D:=MRESPONSE(AT);
  PRINT("**",RHO1,"**",INTRA_D,"**",INTRA_D',"**",INTER_D,"**",INTER_D',"**");
END;
PRINT("**********************************************************************************************");
END;

/END/
PROGRAM NAME: Shu.Shul

This program is to get the delay performance of Shu.Shul. The physical configuration of the upper layer is a tree and the lower layer is a bus. The logic configuration of both upper and lower layer are SHUFFLENET. There are 8 nodes in the upper layer and 8 nodes in each bus.

/CONTROL/
OPTION=NSOURCE,NRESULT;

/DECLARE/
REAL
    T_ARRIVE,
    T_SERVIVE1,
    T_SERVIVE1',
    T_SERVIVE2,
    ARI1_RATE,
    RH01,
    RH02,
    M_NB1,
    M_NB1',
    M_DEL1,
    M_DEL1',
    ARI2_RATE,
    M_NB2,
    M_NB2',
    M_DEL2,
    M_DEL2',
    AR_RATE,
    M_DEL,
    M_DEL';

INTEGER
    I=8,J,K;

CUSTOMER INTEGER
    FOR_ADD,
    LOC_ADD;

QUEUE INTEGER
    IDEN;

QUEUE
    QA(I),QB(I),QC(I),QD(I),QE(I),QF(I),QG(I),QH(I),CT,
    SA(I),SB(I),SC(I),SD(I),SE(I),SF(I),SG(I),SH(I),MONITOR(I);

/STATION/NAME=SA(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE-BEGIN
    EXP(T.ARRIVE);
    FOR_ADD=RINT(1,8); & THE FOREIGN ADDRESS OF A PACKET
LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8); & THE LOCAL ADDRESS OF A PACKET
IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
THEN BEGIN
  IF LOC_ADD=1 & IF THE DESTINATION OF THIS PACKET IS FOR THIS BUS
  THEN TRANSIT(OUT) & RECEIVE THIS PACKET
  ELSE BEGIN
    P(CT); & START TRACE THIS PACKET
    TRANSIT(QA(IDEN));
    END;
  END;
ELSE BEGIN
  P(CT);
  TRANSIT(QA(IDEN));
  END;
END;

/* This program is to realize the first queue station in one bus
*/
/STATION/NAME=QA(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST( T_SERVICE); 
  IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
  THEN BEGIN
    IF ((LOC_ADD=5) OR (LOC_ADD=6))
    THEN BEGIN
      V(CT); & END TRACE THIS PACKET
    TRANSIT(OUT);
      END;
      ELSE BEGIN
      IF ((LOC_ADD=2) OR (LOC_ADD=8))
      THEN TRANSIT(QE(IDEN))
      ELSE TRANSIT(QF(IDEN));
      END;
    END;
  ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(IDEN));
  END;

/* This program is to realize the second source station in one bus
*/
/STATION/NAME=SB(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
  EXP( T_ARRIVE);
  FOR_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
  LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
  IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
  THEN BEGIN
    IF LOC_ADD=2
    THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
    ELSE BEGIN
      P(CT);
      TRANSIT(QB(IDEN));
      END;
  END;
ELSE BEGIN
  P(CT);
  TRANSIT(QB(IDEN));
  END;
END;

/* End of the program */
6 THIS PROGRAM IS TO REALIZE THE FIRST QUEUE STATION IN ONE BUS.

/STATION/NAME=QB(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
   CST( TSERV1);
   IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
      THEN BEGIN
         IF ((LOC_ADD=7) OR (LOC_ADD=8))
            THEN BEGIN
               V(CT);
               TRANSIT(OUT);
            END
         ELSE BEGIN
            IF (LOC_ADD=1) OR (LOC_ADD=6)
               THEN TRANSIT(QG(IDEN))
               ELSE TRANSIT(QH(IDEN));
         END;
      ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(IDEN));
   END;

/STATION/NAME=SC(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
   EXP( T ARRIVE);
   FOR_ADD=RINT(1,8);
   LOC_ADD=RINT(1,8);
   IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
      THEN BEGIN
         IF LOC_ADD=3
            THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
         ELSE BEGIN
            P(CT);
            TRANSIT(QC(IDEN));
         END;
      ELSE BEGIN
         P(CT);
         TRANSIT(QC(IDEN));
      END;

/STATION/NAME=QC(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
   CST( TSERV1);
   IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
      THEN BEGIN
         IF ((LOC_ADD=5) OR (LOC_ADD=6))
            THEN BEGIN
               V(CT);
               TRANSIT(OUT);
            END
         ELSE BEGIN
            IF ((LOC_ADD=4) OR (LOC_ADD=7))
               THEN TRANSIT(QF(IDEN))
               ELSE TRANSIT(QE(IDEN));
         END;
      ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(IDEN));
   END;

/STATION/NAME=SD(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
T;FE=SOURCE;
SERVICE-BEGIN
EXP ( T ARRIVE);
FOR_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
THEN BEGIN
IF LOC_ADD=4
THEN TRANSIT(GUT)
ELSE BEGIN
P (CT);
TRANSIT(QD(IDEN));
END;
ELSE BEGIN
P (CT);
TRANSIT(QD(IDEN));
END;
END;

/STATION/NAME=QD(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE-BEGIN
CST ( T_SERVIVE1):
IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
THEN BEGIN
IF ( (LOC_ADD=7) OR (LOC_ADD=8) )
THEN BEGIN
V(CT);
TRANSIT(CUT);
END
ELSE BEGIN
IF ( (LOC_ADD=3) OR (LOC_ADD=5) )
THEN TRANSIT(QH(IDEN))
ELSE TRANSIT(QG(IDEN));
END;
ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(IDEN));
END;

/STATION/NAME=SE(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE-BEGIN
EXP ( T ARRIVE);
FOR_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
THEN BEGIN
IF LOC_ADD=5
THEN TRANSIT(CUT)
ELSE BEGIN
P (CT);
TRANSIT(QE(IDEN));
END;
END;
ELSE BEGIN
P (CT);
TRANSIT(QE(IDEN));
END;
END;

/STATION/NAME=QE(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8):
SERVICE-BEGIN
CST ( T_SERVIVE1):
IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
THEN BEGIN
  IF ((LOC_ADD=1) OR (LOC_ADD=2))
  THEN BEGIN
    V(CT);
    TRANSIT(OUT);
  END
ELSE BEGIN
  IF ((LOC_ADD=4) OR (LOC_ADD=6))
  THEN TRANSIT(QA(IDEN))
  ELSE TRANSIT(QB(IDEN));
END;
ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(IDEN));
END;

***********************

/STATION/NAME=SF(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
  EXP(T.ARRIVE);
  FOR ADD:=RINT(1,8);
  LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
  IF FOR ADD=IDEN
  THEN BEGIN
    IF LOC_ADD=6
    THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
    ELSE BEGIN
      P(CT);
      TRANSIT(QF(IDEN));
    END
  ELSE BEGIN
    P(CT);
    TRANSIT(QF(IDEN));
  END
END;

/STATION/NAME=QF(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST(T,SERVE1);
  IF FOR ADD=IDEN
  THEN BEGIN
    IF ((LOC_ADD=3) OR (LOC_ADD=4))
    THEN BEGIN
      V(CT);
      TRANSIT(OUT);
    END
    ELSE BEGIN
      IF ((LOC_ADD=2) OR (LOC_ADD=5))
      THEN TRANSIT(QC(IDEN))
      ELSE TRANSIT(QD(IDEN));
    END
  ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(IDEN));
END;

***********************

/STATION/NAME=SG(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
  EXP(T.ARRIVE);
  FOR ADD:=RINT(1,8);
  LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
  IF FOR ADD=IDEN
  THEN BEGIN
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IF LOC_ADD = 1
THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
ELSE BEGIN
  P(CT);
  TRANSIT(QG(IDEN));
END;
END;
ELSE BEGIN
  P(CT);
  TRANSIT(QG(IDEN));
END;
END;

/STATION/NAME=QG(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9);
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST(T_SERVIVE1);
  IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
  THEN BEGIN
    IF ((LOC_ADD=1) OR (LOC_ADD=2))
    THEN BEGIN
      V(CT);
      TRANSIT(OUT);
    END
    ELSE BEGIN
      IF ((LOC_ADD=3) OR (LOC_ADD=8))
      THEN TRANSIT(QB(IDEN))
      ELSE TRANSIT(QA(IDEN));
    END
  END
  ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(IDEN));
END;

******************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=SH(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
  EXP(T_ARRIVE);
  FOR_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
  LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
  IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
  THEN BEGIN
    IF LOC_ADD=8
    THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
    ELSE BEGIN
      P(CT);
      TRANSIT(QH(IDEN));
    END
  END
  ELSE BEGIN
    P(CT);
    TRANSIT(QH(IDEN));
END;
END;

/STATION/NAME=QH(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST(T_SERVIVE1);
  IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
  THEN BEGIN
    IF ((LOC_ADD=3) OR (LOC_ADD=4))
    THEN BEGIN
      V(CT);
      TRANSIT(OUT);
    END
ELSE BEGIN
   IF ((LOC_ADD=1) OR (LOC_ADD=7))
      THEN TRANSIT(QD(IDEN))
   ELSE TRANSIT(QC(IDEN));
END;
END;
ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(IDEN));
END;

*****************************************************************************
& The monitors are the intermediate nodes for interconnecting buses.
& There is a monitor on the top of each bus. When the packet is
& going to outside of the bus, it is going through the monitors to
& reach the destination. The logic connection of the monitors is
& the 8 node shuffle net.
*****************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(1);
SERVICE=BEGIN
   CST( T_SERVE2);
   IF FOR_ADD=1
      THEN BEGIN
         V(CT);
         TRANSIT(OUT);
      END
   ELSE BEGIN
      IF ((FOR_ADD=2) OR (FOR_ADD=5) OR (FOR_ADD=8))
         THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(5))
      ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(6));
   END;
END;

*****************************************************************************
/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(2);
SERVICE=BEGIN
   CST( T_SERVE2);
   IF FOR_ADD=2
      THEN BEGIN
         V(CT);
         TRANSIT(OUT);
      END
   ELSE BEGIN
      IF ((FOR_ADD=1) OR (FOR_ADD=6) OR (FOR_ADD=7))
         THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(7))
      ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(8));
   END;
END;

*****************************************************************************
/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(3);
SERVICE=BEGIN
   CST( T_SERVE2);
   IF FOR_ADD=3
      THEN BEGIN
         V(CT);
         TRANSIT(OUT);
      END
   ELSE BEGIN
      IF ((FOR_ADD=4) OR (FOR_ADD=6) OR (FOR_ADD=7))
         THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(6))
      ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(5));
   END;
END;

*****************************************************************************
/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(4);
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST( T_SERVICE2);
  IF FOR_ADD=4
  THEN BEGIN
    V(CT);
    TRANSIT(OUT):
  END
  ELSE BEGIN
    IF ((FOR_ADD=3) OR (FOR_ADD=5) OR (FOR_ADD=8))
    THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(8))
    ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(7));
  END;
END;

*/

/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(5);
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST( T_SERVICE2);
  IF FOR_ADD=5
  THEN BEGIN
    V(CT);
    TRANSIT(OUT);
  END
  ELSE BEGIN
    IF ((FOR_ADD=6) OR (FOR_ADD=1) OR (FOR_ADD=4))
    THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(1))
    ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(2));
  END;
END;

*/

/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(6);
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST( T_SERVICE2);
  IF FOR_ADD=6
  THEN BEGIN
    V(CT);
    TRANSIT(OUT);
  END
  ELSE BEGIN
    IF ((FOR_ADD=5) OR (FOR_ADD=2) OR (FOR_ADD=3))
    THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(3))
    ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(4));
  END;
END;

*/

/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(7);
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST( T_SERVICE2);
  IF FOR_ADD=7
  THEN BEGIN
    V(CT);
    TRANSIT(OUT);
  END
  ELSE BEGIN
    IF ((FOR_ADD=2) OR (FOR_ADD=3) OR (FOR_ADD=8))
    THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(2))
    ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(1));
  END;
END;

*/

/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
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CST( T_SERVERE1);
IF FOR_ADD=8
THEN BEGIN
  V(CT);
  TRANSIT(OUT);
  END
ELSE BEGIN
  IF ((FOR_ADD=4) OR (FOR_ADD=1) OR (FOR_ADD=7))
  THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(4))
  ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(3));
END;
END;

******************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=CT;
TYPE=RESOURCE, INFINITE;
******************************************************************************

******************************************************************************

/CONTROL/TMAX=3000000.;
  ACCURACY=ALL QUEUE;
  ESTIM=SPECTRAL;
******************************************************************************

******************************************************************************

THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM IS FOR THE EXECUTION AND RESULTS

******************************************************************************

EXEC/
BEGIN
  FOR K:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9
  DO BEGIN
    SA(K).IDEN:=K;
    SB(K).IDEN:=K;
    SC(K).IDEN:=K;
    SD(K).IDEN:=K;
    SE(K).IDEN:=K;
    SF(K).IDEN:=K;
    SG(K).IDEN:=K;
    SH(K).IDEN:=K;
    QA(K).IDEN:=K;
    QB(K).IDEN:=K;
    QC(K).IDEN:=K;
    QD(K).IDEN:=K;
    QE(K).IDEN:=K;
    QF(K).IDEN:=K;
    QG(K).IDEN:=K;
    QH(K).IDEN:=K;
    MONITOR(K).IDEN:=K;
    END;
  PRINT("******************************************************");
  PRINT("** ARI RATE  * RH01  * RH02  * M_DEL  * M_DEL'  *");
  PRINT("******************************************************");
BEGIN
  FOR J:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9
  DO BEGIN
    T_ARRIVE:=500/(0.1*J);
    ARR:=1. / _ A R R I V E ;
    ARI_RATE:=1.09 / _ A R R I V E ;
    AR2_RATE:=21. / _ A R R I V E ;
    T_SERVER1:=200. ;
    T_SERVER2:=25. ;
    SIMUL;
    RH01:= ARI_RATE* T_SERVER1;
    M_NB1:=(RH01/(1-RH01))-(RH01*RH01/(2*(1-RH01)));
    & CHANGE INTER ARRIVE TIME;
    & MEAN INTER ARRIVAL TIME
    & ARRIVAL RATE
    & ACTUAL ARRIVAL RATE FOR THE MONITOR
    & SERVICE TIME FOR THE STATION
    & MEAN SERVICE TIME FOR THE MONITOR
    & UTILIZATION OF A STATION
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M_NB1 := MCUSTNB(QA(3));
M_DEL1 := M_NB1 / AR1_RATE;
M_DEL1' := MRESPONSE(QA(3));
RHO2 := AR2_RATE * T_SRVVE2;
M_NB2 := (RHO2 / (1 - RHO2)) - (RHO2 * RHO2 / (2 * (1 - RHO2)));
M_NB2' := MCUSTNB(MONITOR(3));
M_DEL2 := M_NB2 / AR2_RATE;
M_DEL2' := MRESPONSE(MONITOR(3));
M_DEL := M_DEL1 + 3 * M_DEL2;  \ & MEAN TOTAL DELAY FROM ANALYSIS
M_DEL' := MRESPONSE(CT);      \ & MEAN TOTAL FROM SIMULATION
PRINT("**", "", RHO1, "", RHO2, "", M_DEL, "", M_DEL', "");
END;
PRINT("******************************************************************************");
END;

/END/
PROGRAM NAME: SHU.SHU2

This program is to get the delay performance of Shu.shu2.
The physical configuration of the upper layer is a tree and the
lower layer is a bus. The logic configuration of both upper
and lower layer are SHUFFLENET. There are 8 nodes in the upper
layer and 8 nodes in each bus.

/CONTROL/
OPTION=N, SOURCE, NRESULT;

/DECLARE/
INTEGER
I=8, K, J;

REAL
D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8, D_M9,
T.ARRIVAL, T.SERVICE1, T.SERVICE2, AR_RATE,
RHO1, RHO2, M_DEL;

CUSTOMER INTEGER
FOR_ADD, LOC_ADD,
CHA_ADD;

QUEUE INTEGER
IDEN;

QUEUE
QA(I), QB(I), QC(I), QD(I), QE(I), QF(I), QG(I), QH(I), CT,
SA(I), SB(I), SC(I), SD(I), SE(I), SF(I), SG(I), SH(I), MONITOR(I);

/STATION/NAME=SA(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE-BEGIN
EXP(T.ARRIVAL);
FOR_ADD:=RINT(1, 8);
LOC_ADD:=RINT(1, 8);
IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
THEN BEGIN
IF LOC_ADD=1
THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
ELSE BEGIN
P(CT);
CHA_ADD:=LOC_ADD;
TRANSIT(QA(IDEN));
END;
END;
END
ELSE BEGIN
  P(CT);
  CHA_ADD:=8;
  TRANSIT(QA(IDEN));
END;
END;

******************************************************************************

6 THIS PROGRAM IS TO REALIZE THE FIRST QUEUE STATION IN ONE BUS
******************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=QA(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST(T_SERVICE1);
  IF ((CHA_ADD=5) OR (CHA_ADD=6))
    THEN BEGIN
      V(CT);
      TRANSIT(OUT);
    END
  ELSE BEGIN
    IF ((CHA_ADD=2) OR (CHA_ADD=8))
      THEN TRANSIT(QE(IDEN))
    ELSE TRANSIT(QF(IDEN));
  END;
END;

******************************************************************************

6 THIS PROGRAM IS TO REALIZE THE SECOND SOURCE STATION IN ONE BUS
******************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=SB(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
  EXP(T_ARRIVAL);
  FOR_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
  LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
  IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
    THEN BEGIN
      IF LOC_ADD=2
        THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
      ELSE BEGIN
        P(CT);
        CHA_ADD:=LOC_ADD;
        TRANSIT(QB(IDEN));
      END
    END
  ELSE BEGIN
    P(CT);
    CHA_ADD:=8;
    TRANSIT(QB(IDEN));
  END;
END;

******************************************************************************

6 THIS PROGRAM IS TO REALIZE THE FIRST QUEUE STATION IN ONE BUS
******************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=QB(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST(T_SERVICE1);
  IF CHA_ADD=8
    THEN BEGIN
      P(CT);
      CHA_ADD:=8;
      TRANSIT(QB(IDEN));
    END;
END;
IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
THEN BEGIN
  V(CT);
  TRANSIT(OUT);
END
ELSE BEGIN
  CHA_ADD:=LOC_ADD;
  TRANSIT(MONITOR(IDEN));
END;
ELSE BEGIN
  IF CHA_ADD=7
  THEN BEGIN
    V(CT);
    TRANSIT(OUT);
  END;
  IF ((CHA_ADD=1) OR (CHA_ADD=6))
  THEN TRANSIT(QG(IDEN))
  ELSE TRANSIT(QH(IDEN));
END;

&************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=SC(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
EXP(T.ARRIVAL);
FOR_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
THEN BEGIN
  IF LOC_ADD=3
  THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
  ELSE BEGIN
    P(CT);
    CHA_ADD:=LOC_ADD;
    TRANSIT(QC(IDEN));
  END;
ELSE BEGIN
  P(CT);
  CHA_ADD:=8;
  TRANSIT(QC(IDEN));
END;

/STATION/NAME=QC(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
CST(T.SERVICE1);
IF ((CHA_ADD=5) OR (CHA_ADD=6))
THEN BEGIN
  V(CT);
  TRANSIT(OUT);
END
ELSE BEGIN
  IF ((CHA_ADD=4) OR (CHA_ADD=7))
  THEN TRANSIT(QF(IDEN))
  ELSE TRANSIT(QG(IDEN));
END;

&************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=SD(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
L=SOURCE:

SERVICE-BEGIN

EXP(T_ARRIVAL);
FOR_ADD=RINT(1,8);
LOC_ADD=RINT(1,8);
IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
THEN BEGIN
  IF LOC_ADD=4
  THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
  ELSE BEGIN
    P(CT);
    CHA_ADD=LOC_ADD;
    TRANSIT(QD(IDEN));
  END;
END;
ELSE BEGIN
  P(CT);
  CHA_ADD=8;
  TRANSIT(QD(IDEN));
END;

/STATION/NAME=QD(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE-BEGIN
CST(T_SERVICE);
IF CHA_ADD=8
THEN BEGIN
  IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
  THEN BEGIN
    V(CT);
    TRANSIT(OUT);
  END;
ELSE BEGIN
  CHA_ADD=LOC_ADD;
  TRANSIT(MONITOR(IDEN));
END;
ELSE BEGIN
  IF CHA_ADD=7
  THEN BEGIN
    V(CT);
    TRANSIT(OUT);
  END;
IF ((CHA_ADD=3) OR(CHA_ADD=5))
THEN TRANSIT(QH(IDEN))
ELSE TRANSIT(QG(IDEN));
END;

/STATION/NAME=SE(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE-BEGIN
EXP(T_ARRIVAL);
FOR_ADD=RINT(1,8);
LOC_ADD=RINT(1,8);
IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
THEN BEGIN
  IF LOC_ADD=5
  THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
  ELSE BEGIN
    P(CT);
    CHA_ADD=LOC_ADD;
    TRANSIT(QE(IDEN));
  END;
END;
END;
END;
ELSE BEGIN
P(CT);
CHA_ADD:=8;
TRANSIT(QE(IDEN));
END;

/STATION/NAME=QE(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
CST(T_SERVICE1);
IF ((CHA_ADD=1) OR (CHA_ADD=2))
THEN BEGIN
V(CT);
TRANSIT(OUT);
END
ELSE BEGIN
IF ((CHA_ADD=4) OR (CHA_ADD=6))
THEN TRANSIT(QA(IDEN))
ELSE TRANSIT(QB(IDEN));
END;

******************************************************************************
/STATION/NAME=SF(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
EXP(T.ARRIVAL);
FOR_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
THEN BEGIN
IF LOC_ADD=6
THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
ELSE BEGIN
P(CT);
CHA_ADD:=LOC_ADD;
TRANSIT(QF(IDEN));
END;
END;
ELSE BEGIN
P(CT);
CHA_ADD:=8;
TRANSIT(QF(IDEN));
END;

/STATION/NAME=QF(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
CST(T_SERVICE1);
IF ((CHA_ADD=3) OR (CHA_ADD=4))
THEN BEGIN
V(CT);
TRANSIT(OUT);
END
ELSE BEGIN
IF ((CHA_ADD=2) OR (CHA_ADD=5))
THEN TRANSIT(QC(IDEN))
ELSE TRANSIT(QD(IDEN));
END;

******************************************************************************
/STATION/NAME=SG(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
   EXP(T_ARRIVAL);
   FOR_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
   LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
   IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
      THEN BEGIN
         IF LOC_ADD=7
            THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
         ELSE BEGIN
            P(CT);
            CHA_ADD:=LOC_ADD;
            TRANSIT(QG(IDEN));
         END;
      END
   ELSE BEGIN
      P(CT);
      CHA_ADD:=8;
      TRANSIT(QG(IDEN));
   END;
END;

/STATION/NAME=QG(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
   CST(T_SERVICE1);
   IF ((CHA_ADD=1) OR (CHA_ADD=2))
      THEN BEGIN
         V(CT);
         TRANSIT(OUT);
      END
   ELSE BEGIN
      IF ((CHA_ADD=3) OR (CHA_ADD=8))
         THEN TRANSIT(QB(IDEN))
      ELSE TRANSIT(QA(IDEN));
   END;
END;

/STATION/NAME=SH(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
TYPE=SOURCE;
SERVICE=BEGIN
   EXP(T_ARRIVAL);
   FOR_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
   LOC_ADD:=RINT(1,8);
   IF FOR_ADD=IDEN
      THEN BEGIN
         IF LOC_ADD=8
            THEN TRANSIT(OUT)
         ELSE BEGIN
            P(CT);
            CHA_ADD:=LOC_ADD;
            TRANSIT(QH(IDEN));
         END;
      END
   ELSE BEGIN
      P(CT);
      CHA_ADD:=LOC_ADD;
      TRANSIT(MONITOR(IDEN));
   END;
END;

/STATION/NAME=QH(1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8);
SERVICE=BEGIN
CST(T_SERVICE1);
    IF ((CHA_ADD=3) OR (CHA_ADD=4))
    THEN BEGIN
        V(CT); 
        TRANSIT(OUT);
        END
    ELSE BEGIN
        IF (((CHA_ADD=1) OR (CHA_ADD=7))
            THEN TRANSIT(QD(IDEN))
            ELSE TRANSIT(QC(IDEN));
        END;
    END;

&******************************************************************************
& The monitors are the intermediate nodes for interconnecting buses.
& There is a monitor on the top of each bus. When the packet is going to
& outside of the bus, it is going through the monitors to reach the
& destination. The logic connection of the monitors is the 8 node
& shuffle-net.
&******************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(1);
SERVICE=BEGIN
   CST(T_SERVICE2);
   IF FOR_ADD=1
   THEN IF (CHA_ADD=8
            THEN BEGIN
                V(CT);
                TRANSIT(OUT);
            END
            ELSE TRANSIT(QH(1))
   ELSE BEGIN
        IF (((FOR_ADD=2) OR (FOR_ADD=5) OR (FOR_ADD=8))
            THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(5))
            ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(6));
        END;
    END;

&******************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(2);
SERVICE=BEGIN
   CST(T_SERVICE2);
   IF FOR_ADD=2
   THEN IF (CHA_ADD=8
            THEN BEGIN
                V(CT);
                TRANSIT(OUT);
            END
            ELSE BEGIN
                CHA_ADD:=LOC_ADD;
                TRANSIT(QH(2));
            END
        ELSE BEGIN
            IF (((FOR_ADD=1) OR (FOR_ADD=6) OR (FOR_ADD=7))
                THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(7))
                ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(8));
            END;
    END;

&******************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(3);
SERVICE=BEGIN
CST(T_SERVICE2);
IF FOR_ADD=3
THEN IF CHA_ADD=8
THEN BEGIN
  V(CT);
  TRANSIT(OUT);
END
ELSE TRANSIT(QH(3))
ELSE BEGIN
  IF ((FOR_ADD=4) OR (FOR_ADD=6) OR (FOR_ADD=7))
  THEN TRANSIT(Monitor(6))
  ELSE TRANSIT(Monitor(5));
END;
END;

********************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=Monitor(4);
SERVICE=BEGIN
CST(T_SERVICE2);
IF FOR_ADD=4
THEN IF CHA_ADD=8
THEN BEGIN
  V(CT);
  TRANSIT(OUT);
END
ELSE TRANSIT(QH(4))
ELSE BEGIN
  IF ((FOR_ADD=3) OR (FOR_ADD=5) OR (FOR_ADD=8))
  THEN TRANSIT(Monitor(8))
  ELSE TRANSIT(Monitor(7));
END;
END;

********************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=Monitor(5);
SERVICE=BEGIN
CST(T_SERVICE2);
IF FOR_ADD=5
THEN IF CHA_ADD=8
THEN BEGIN
  V(CT);
  TRANSIT(OUT);
END
ELSE TRANSIT(QH(5))
ELSE BEGIN
  IF ((FOR_ADD=1) OR (FOR_ADD=4) OR (FOR_ADD=6))
  THEN TRANSIT(Monitor(1))
  ELSE TRANSIT(Monitor(2));
END;
END;

********************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=Monitor(6);
SERVICE=BEGIN
CST(T_SERVICE2);
IF FOR_ADD=6
THEN IF CHA_ADD=8
THEN BEGIN
  V(CT);
  TRANSIT(OUT);
END
ELSE TRANSIT(QH(6));
ELSE BEGIN
  IF ((FOR_ADD=2) OR (FOR_ADD=5) OR (FOR_ADD=3))
  THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(3))
  ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(4));
END;

&***************************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(7):
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST(T_SERVICE2);
  IF FOR_ADD=7
  THEN IF CHA_ADD=8
      THEN BEGIN
          V(CT);
          TRANSIT(OUT);
          END
      ELSE TRANSIT(QH(7))
  ELSE BEGIN
      IF ((FOR_ADD=2) OR (FOR_ADD=3) OR (FOR_ADD=8))
      THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(2))
      ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(1));
  END;

&***************************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=MONITOR(8):
SERVICE=BEGIN
  CST(T_SERVICE2);
  IF FOR_ADD=8
  THEN IF CHA_ADD=8
      THEN BEGIN
          V(CT);
          TRANSIT(OUT);
          END
      ELSE TRANSIT(QH(8))
  ELSE BEGIN
      IF ((FOR_ADD=1) OR (FOR_ADD=4) OR (FOR_ADD=7))
      THEN TRANSIT(MONITOR(4))
      ELSE TRANSIT(MONITOR(3));
  END;

&***************************************************************************************

/STATION/NAME=CT;
TYPE=RESOURCE, INFINITE;

&***************************************************************************************

& THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM IS FOR THE EXECUTION AND RESULTS
&***************************************************************************************

/CONTROL/TMAX=8000000;

/EXEC/
BEGIN
  FOR K:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8
  DO BEGIN
    SA(K).IDEN:=K;
    SB(K).IDEN:=K;
    SC(K).IDEN:=K;
    SD(K).IDEN:=K;
    SE(K).IDEN:=K;
    SF(K).IDEN:=K;
  END;
SG(K).IDEN:=K;
SH(K).IDEN:=K;
QA(K).IDEN:=K;
QB(K).IDEN:=K;
QC(K).IDEN:=K;
QD(K).IDEN:=K;
QE(K).IDEN:=K;
OF(K).IDEN:=K;
OG(K).IDEN:=K;
QH(K).IDEN:=K;
MONITOR(K).IDEN:=K;
END;
PRINT("**********************************************************************");
PRINT("* AR * RHO1 * RHO2 * M_DEL' *");
PRINT("**********************************************************************");
FOR J:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 & CHANGE INTERARRIVE TIME;
DO BEGIN
   T_ARRIVAL:=200/(0.1*J); & MEAN INTERARRIVAL TIME
   AR:=1./T_ARRIVAL;
   T_SERVICE1:=40; & MEAN SERVICE TIME
   T_SERVICE2:=5;
   SIMUL;
   RHO1:=MTHRPUT(QH(4)); & UTILIZATION OF A STATION
   RHO2:=MTHRPUT(MONITOR(4)); & UTILIZATION OF A ACTIVE NODE
   M_DEL':=MRESPONSE(CT); & MEAN TOTAL DELAY
   PRINT("*",AR," "*,RHO1," *",RHO2," *",M_DEL'," *");
END;
PRINT("**********************************************************************");
END;
/END/